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ABSTRACT 
 

The dynamic and thermodynamic properties of water remains an active area of research 

due to its significance in the biological processes. Although the pure water properties have been 

extensively studied through experimental and theoretical methods, water in the solvation shell 

represents a more realistic and complex scenario for naturally occurring water molecules. Using 

all-atom molecular dynamics simulations, the dynamics (diffusion coefficients and mean residence 

times) and thermodynamics of water molecules (entropy) in the solvation shell and bulk water 

have been investigated in my thesis. With the help of 360 different correlation functions, we 

showed that the key factor that governs the dynamics of water in a particular DNA groove is the 

position along the DNA. Extending this study to DNA in hydrated ionic liquid (IL) systems, we 

showed how the dynamics of water in these hydrated IL solutions causes significant changes in 

the dynamics of IL cations near different DNA base pairs. In thermodynamics, we investigated the 

entropy of individual water molecules around different cations and anions. After establishing the 

reliability of our method by showing the correlation with experimental solvation entropy, we 

discussed how cations and anions affect solvation shell water differently. We also show a 

significant contribution of entropy change in the solvation shell originates from the second 

solvation shell. Finally, we investigated the relation between dynamics and thermodynamics by 

studying water in the supercooled state. We could show that at the temperature where the 

dynamical transition takes place in water, the thermodynamic behavior of water (i.e., entropy) also 

changes. Further, our results provide new insights on the effect of structural polymorphism (high 

and low-density liquid) and fragile to strong crossover transition on water entropic behavior in its 

pure state. When the study is extended to the solvation shells of ions, the results correlate the 

structural polymorphism to the freezing behavior of water. Overall, the study aims to enrich the 

understanding of solvation shell water in addition to complementing previously known 

phenomena. 
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 Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1. Uniqueness of Water 

Water, known as the “matrix of life”1 continues to uncover its unique properties in its pure 

form as well as in the solution phase. The qualities that make water so crucial compared to 

other such small molecules originate from its constituent atoms. Due to the large difference in 

their electronegativity, the oxygen and hydrogen atoms of water possess high charge density 

on themselves. This makes water exhibit qualities that makes it the prerequisite of life with 

most of the biological processes taking place in an aqueous environment.2 Perhaps the most 

important property arising from the charge distribution on water molecules is a local interaction 

known as hydrogen bonds (H-bonds)3. The ability of water to form extended networks of 

fluctuating H-bond interactions with charged or polar moieties of biomolecules plays a 

significant role in the stabilisation and function of biomolecules4-5. In the bulk phase, while the 

maximum number of H-bonds a water molecule can form is four, water possesses slightly less 

than four H-bonds (~ 3.6) at ambient conditions. The other features of water that make it special 

compared to other liquids is its large dipole moment reflected in its high dielectric constant and 

the ability to form multiple structures of similar energies6. In addition to these, important 

processes such as molecular aggregation and protein folding in aqueous media is driven by an 

interaction known as hydrophobic effects7, a phenomena yet to be understood completely. With 

all these properties, the study of different attributes of water in bulk phase and in the vicinity 

of various molecules has remained intriguing as well as challenging from a theoretical, 

simulation and experimental point of view. 

Water behavior gets modified in the presence of different environments. To distinguish 

between the characteristics of water in the bulk phase and in the neighbourhood of solutes, the 

concept of hydration shell8-9 has been suggested. The hydration shell includes the water 

molecules whose properties are significantly perturbed by the presence of a solute such as a 

biomolecule10. The number of affected water molecules and the extent of changes in the 

properties are governed by the nature of the solute. However, a quantitative picture of hydration 

shell properties transpires only through measurement of specific quantities. In a broad sense, 

the behavior of hydration shell water can be characterised by three main classes of properties: 

dynamic properties, thermodynamic properties and the structural properties. Although the 
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various quantities measured through experiments and simulations reveal different attributes of 

water, these properties are mostly interdependent on each other. Experimental measurements 

of dynamic properties such as translational or rotational diffusion, residence time, H-bond 

lifetime etc. require sensitive techniques that can distinguish the minor changes in the hydration 

shell water behavior compared to the bulk water. While recent advances in the field of 

experimental techniques have been able to probe the very small time and length scales involved 

in water dynamics, accurate interpretation of the observations form experiments remains a 

challenge. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in this regard has been proved to be 

advantageous where properties even at the individual molecule level are easily accessible. 

However, the MD simulation results are often dependent on the accuracy of the force fields 

used. Therefore a thorough investigation of hydration shell properties require a combination of 

both experimental and simulation studies. In this chapter of the thesis, various aspects of water 

behavior have been discussed with a focus on the existing knowledge in this field.  

 

1.1 Dynamic Properties of Water 

Depending on the interaction, the mobility of water molecules in the vicinity of a solute such 

as a biomolecule can either enhance or reduce. This creates differences in the dynamic 

properties of hydration water compared to the bulk water. The changes in the dynamic 

properties play crucial roles from a functional point of view of proteins and enzymes.11 In the 

next section, the crucial aspects of hydration shell are discussed to emphasise its importance. 

 

1.1.1 Significance of Water Dynamics 

The majority of the cell volume remains occupied with water. The biomolecules perform their 

functions when they remain solvated in the aqueous medium. In fact, it has been found that for 

proteins to remain functional, a monolayer of water is required which quantitatively represents 

around 0.3 g of water per gram of protein.12 Although there have been some exceptions found 

for this behavior,13-14 several reports have claimed the dependence of protein dynamics and 

functions on the behavior of the hydration shell dynamics.15-18 The concept of “slaving” has 

been termed in this regard to describe the coupled motions of solvent and proteins.15 This 

notion has been established through several studies by observing the temperature dependence 

of water dynamics and protein fluctuations.16-18 Young and co-workers have found the different 
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motions observed in proteins to be similar to the α and β-fluctuations in glasses.16 In addition 

to proteins, the same has been observed in case of nucleic acids also in different studies19-21 

indicating the universal role of solvent dynamics for the functional aspects of biomolecules. 

The lack of structural transitions observed in case of biomolecules in their dry states for a given 

range of temperatures as shown in Fig. 1.1(A) gives a clear evidence of these facts. 

 

Figure 1.1 (A) The mean square fluctuation values for atoms of lysozyme and tRNA in their dry and 

hydrated states. While the hydrated molecules show a transition in the values at around 250 K, such 

transition is absent in the case of dry molecules. (B)-(D) The different solvent relaxation times observed 

in the study by Zhong and co-workers22 around a protein. The three plots represent the ultrafast time 

scales (B), collective water/side chain reorientation timescale (C) and cooperative water/side chain 

restructuring timescale. The different factors responsible for the various timescales originate from 

partial charge (a), probe density (b), charge density (c), topological geometry (d and g) and intra-protein 

interactions (e and f). Reprinted with permission from ref. 19 and 22. 

The evidence for the coupling of motions between water and biomolecules is not only limited 

to the structural transitions happening at a certain temperature region. Numerous reports have 

provided proofs for water mediated motions in proteins even at ambient conditions. Most 

notable of these are the studies by Zhong and co-workers22-23 where the water dynamics and 

protein side chain motions have been investigated using a tryptophan scan with femtosecond 

spectroscopy. Different kinds of time scales have been measured through these studies: the first 

is in the order of hundreds of femtosecond corresponding to bulk like water motions, the second 

being the collective water/side chain reorientation with timescales of few picoseconds and the 

third being cooperative water/side chain restructuring in the timescales of tens of picoseconds. 

These timescales involving different amino acid residues are shown in Fig. 1.1(B)-(D). In other 

studies, using a combination of terahertz spectroscopy, X-ray absorption and MD simulation, 

Havenith and co-workers have shown that the changes in water dynamics and consequently the 

gradient of coupled protein-water motions play crucial role in enzyme-substrate interactions.24 

In addition to these effects, the hydration shell dynamics has been suggested to play roles in 

governing the antifreeze activity of some proteins. 25 These examples, along with several others 
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not discussed here, make the study of water dynamics essential in terms of both fundamental 

understanding as well as for controlling biological processes. 

 

1.1.2 Measurement of Dynamic Properties of Water 

A variety of quantities are used to describe dynamic properties of liquids at various conditions. 

While the measurement of self-diffusion coefficient (D) gives a direct measure of the mobility 

of water in the bulk phase or in the vicinity of biomolecules, several other dynamic quantities 

are measured through estimation of the timescales involved in the process. The value of D  is 

related to the viscosity of the medium, η by the following relation given in Eq. 1.1, known as 

the Stokes-Einstein equation: 

D =
kBT

6πηr
                                   (1.1) 

Where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and r is the radius of 

radius of the spherical particle. However, value of D  is calculated from either the mean square 

displacement (MSD) of atoms using the relation 

𝐷 =
1

6𝑡
lim
𝑡→∞

〈‖𝑟𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑟𝑖(0)‖
2〉 ,  (1.2) 

or the value of D  can be obtained from the velocity auto-correlation function (VACF) using 

the Green Kubo relation26 given by, 

D =
1

d
∫ 〈V⃗⃗ (0). V⃗⃗ (t)〉

∞

0
.    (1.3) 

Other ways to evaluate the dynamic properties of water is the measurement of mean residence 

time (MRT) of water molecules in the solvation shell of molecules. The MRT measures the 

time required for a water molecule to leave the solvation shell. A higher MRT value generally 

indicates stronger interaction for water molecule with the solute through electrostatic or H-

bond interactions, while a lower MRT value indicates that water molecules diffuses easily from 

the solvation shell to the bulk environment.  

While diffusion or residence time describes the translational motions of water molecules that 

are known to slave the protein motions, the other dynamic quantities through which water-

network around solutes relaxes are its rotational motions. The reorientations of water molecules 
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are a result of such rotational motions which have been subject of numerous studies. The 

schematics of these motions are shown Fig. 1.2 and is adapted from ref. 27.  

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of (a) reorientation and (b) translational motion of water molecules 

in the hydration shell of a biomolecule such as protein. Reprinted with permission from ref. 27. 

Similar to the translational diffusion of water molecules, the reorientation can be described 

using a diffusive pathway for water and the rotational diffusion coefficient can be evaluated 

from the measurement of angular mean square displacement 〈θ
2
(t)〉 using the following 

equation:28 

DR = lim
t→∞

1

4t
〈θ2(t)〉                                     (1.4) 

In general, the reorientation of water around different solutes is talked about in terms of the 

time required for a water molecule to reorient itself and it is known as the reorientation time of 

water. However the mechanism for this process have been debated. One of the description for 

water reorientation discusses it as an angular Brownian motion involving uncorrelated small 

angular steps. Such Brownian picture29 often seems plausible since water remains in strong 

interaction environment with its neighbours. However, the observation of water reorientation 

reveals that the orientation of individual water O-H bonds show sudden large amplitude jumps 

rather than a gradual change. The orientation correlation functions within the diffusion model 

can be written as: 

Cn(t) = 〈Pn[𝐮(0). 𝐮(t)]〉,                             (1.5) 

where Pn is the n-th-rank Legendre polynomial and 𝐮  a vector attached to the molecule. The 

correlation function shows a monoexponential decay whose time constant is called the 
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reorientation time, τn. However, the value of τn obtained from DR has often been inconsistent 

with the values calculated from MD simulations.31  

A major improvement in the study of water reorientation came from the study by Laage and 

Hynes30-31 which challenges many experimental data where water reorientation has been 

considered to follow a diffusive process. The mechanism by Laage and Hynes, known as jump-

diffusion model, is shown in Fig. 1.3 where the breaking and formation of H-bonds have been 

proven to be a concurrent process rather than a sequence of small steps.  

 

Figure 1.3 (a) The coordinates that describe the H-bond exchange event: RO∗Oa, RO∗Oa and RO∗Oa 

represents the distances between the three water molecules, θ represents the angle between the O*H* 

bond and the bisector plane of OaO∗Ob̂ and ϕ represents the OaO∗Ob̂  angle. (b) The changes with time 

for these coordinates during the reorientation process. The time origin at t=0 is defined by θ=0. 

Reprinted with permission from ref. 31. 

From the changes in the coordinates shown in Fig. 1.3(a), it can be seen in Fig. 1.3(b) how the 

breaking and formation of H-bonds crucial for water reorientation happens in a concerted 

mechanism rather than previously believed diffusive motions. This mechanism has been found 

to give a more accurate description for water reorientation motions around different solutes 

with variable timescales around them.  

Other quantity that describes water dynamics around biomolecules is the H-bond lifetime of 

water. Two different types of time correlation functions (TCFs) are used in general to describe 

the timescale for H-bonds breaking: the continuous H-bond time correlation function, S(t), and 

the intermittent H-bond time correlation function, C(t)32-33. They are defined as the following: 

S(t) =
〈h(t)H(t)〉

〈h〉
                 (1.6) 
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and  

C(t) =
〈h(0)h(t)〉

〈h〉
                         (1.7) 

Here h(t) is a quantity that is unity when a particular pair of sites (such as water-water or an 

amino acid of a protein and a water) remain H-bonded, according to the H-bond definition 

criteria, and zero otherwise. The quantity H(t) is unity when a tagged pair remain H-bonded 

from t=0 time to time t continuously and zero otherwise. The quantity S(t) thus uses a stricter 

criteria for measurement of H-bond lifetime while C(t) gives the probability that a tagged H-

bond remain intact at time t given that it was intact at time t=0. Thus C(t) does not takes into 

account whether the H-bond under investigation is broken at intermittent time or not. Once 

again, the timescale for the H-bond lifetime represents the strength of the H-bond between a 

water molecule and a solute such as an atom from a protein. 

 

1.1.3 Experimental Investigations on Water Dynamics 

Several experimental techniques are available that are capable of measuring the small 

timescales involved in water dynamics. However, often the difficulty with experimental 

techniques arises in separating the signal observed for water near a biomolecule from that of 

the bulk water. This makes the study of solutions with low concentrations of solutes very 

difficult. On the other hand, in case of higher concentration, the water dynamics is often 

influenced by the mixing of solvation shells of different molecules. 

The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique have often been used to study water 

dynamics in the nanosecond timescale or slower. It can evaluate the water reorientation time 

by measuring the longitudinal spin relaxation rates of water oxygen or hydrogen isotopes, to 

which it is proportional.34 The slow dynamics of water in the minor groove of DNA35-36 and in 

the interior of protein37 have been studied previously using this technique. The other NMR 

technique that has been widely used to study water dynamics is known as nuclear Overhauser 

effect (NOE). The results obtained from this, however, have often found mixed opinions.38-39 

Incoherent elastic and quasi-elastic neutron scattering (EINS and QENS) are among the other 

techniques with high sensitivity required for the study of water in the solvation shell. However 

the results obtained from these are occasionally found to be ambiguous because of the accuracy 

of the model used to analysis.40 The other aspect of neutron scattering experiment is that they 
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involve high concentration of solutes41 or hydrated powders42 for the measurement. Hence, the 

variation of concentration can lead to variable results. A recent study have used femtosecond 

pump-probe infrared spectroscopy to study the reorientation dynamics of water in protein 

solutions.43 In spite the high sensitivity of this technique, resolving the dynamics for water 

present in the hydration shell is challenging due to its short picosecond lifetime.  

While the above mentioned techniques are more specific for localized effect, several other 

techniques are available that probes collective motions of water molecules. Some of these 

techniques include depolarized light scattering (DLS), dielectric relaxation (DR), optical Kerr-

effect (OKE) and terahertz (THz) spectroscopy. Although being successful at investigating the 

collective dynamic properties of water, some of the conclusions drawn from the studies 

involving these techniques are often subjected to debate. For example, the hydration shell 

around proteins at different concentrations has been claimed to extend up to 20 Å from the 

protein using THz spectroscopy.44-45 However these conclusions obtained from these 

techniques often involve several approximations46 with some other measurements suggesting 

otherwise.47 Therefore care must be taken in carrying out and analysing the experiments for 

study of water dynamics at various environments. 

 

1.1.4 Probing Water Dynamics through Simulations 

Computer simulations have provided significant progress in understanding water behavior in 

pure state and in the solvation shells. The results obtained from experiments have also often 

been interpreted using either all-atom molecular dynamics simulation, Monte Carlo simulation, 

coarse grain simulations or ab-initio calculations. While computer simulations provide direct 

observations at very small time and length scales, the difficulty arises due to the increase in 

computational costs when the process under investigation involves larger system and long 

timescales.  

The advantages of computer simulation methods for studying solvation shells come from the 

ease of study for water molecules confined between different biomolecules48 or if the process 

involves very small timescales.49 MD simulations also have been widely used to probe how 

fast or slow “biological water” is around different systems. While several studies have claimed 

conflicting results, 50-52 recent studies have found the water in the vicinity of biomolecules to 

be only 2-3 times slower than bulk water.53 The anomalous nature of water around different 

solutes also makes the computer simulations important at an atomistic level. For example, the 
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dynamics of water is known to accelerate or decelerate around different ions compared to the 

bulk water. The mechanism for such behavior has been studied by Laage and co-workers54 

using all-atom MD simulations. However, simulations results are often dependent on the 

accuracy of the theory or the force field used in the study. An example of this can be realized 

from the study by Ding et al.55 where the diffusion pattern in different salt solutions are only 

found to be consistent when ab initio MD simulations were carried out and not consistent with 

the simulation results obtained using the classical force fields.  

While the accuracy of force fields used remain a source or error in the results obtained through 

simulations, the methods used to calculate certain property can also give misleading results in 

some cases. For example, a general method to calculate the mean residence time (MRT) of 

water around different solutes uses the survival probability function, 𝑝𝛼,𝑗(𝑡, 𝑡 + 𝑡′) which is 

one if a water j remains in the hydration shell of site α from time 𝑡′ to 𝑡′ + 𝑡, without getting 

out in this time interval and zero otherwise.56 The average is taken over all the water molecules 

and over the whole timescale. The survival function was calculated in the following way:56  

Pα(t) = ∑ ∑ pα,j(t, t + t′)t′
NWater
j=1                                (1.8) 

A functional fit of this relation provides the MRT of water in the hydration shell. However, a 

water molecule can transiently leave the solvation shell and can return again before fully 

escaping the solvation shell. Since this is not considered in this method, the MRT values 

obtained can be underestimated in some cases. Therefore, care must be taken to obtain accurate 

values using such methods. In the studies discussed later in the thesis, an improvement of this 

method by Laage and Hynes57  and the results obtained will be discussed in more details. While 

the above discussions are concerned with the dynamic aspects of water, the following topic 

will highlight the thermodynamic aspects of solvation shell water in various environments. 

 

1.2 Thermodynamics of Solvation Shell Water 

The reason why water is so important for biological systems comes largely from its unique 

interactions with different kinds of solutes. This factor plays a major role in governing the 

structures of biomolecules and in controlling various processes occurring in cellular 

environment. The occurrence of water in several crystal structures of biomolecules imply their 

strong interactions with the polar groups of these molecules. While these water molecules often 

mediate the interactions between different molecules such as proteins and DNA48, often the 
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strongly bound water molecules alter the characteristics of the biomolecule. For example, the 

“spine of hydration” found in the crystal structure of DNA58 have been known to interact 

strongly with the minor groove atoms. This has been argued to be the cause for higher free 

energy cost to bend DNA toward minor groove site.59  

The other effect caused by water through its interaction with nonpolar moieties is known as 

hydrophobic effect. It is this interaction that causes the hydrophobic amino acids of a protein 

sequence to go to the interior of the protein structure, thus driving the protein folding process. 

Several protein-protein interactions are also governed by this effect where the hydrophobic 

patches of different proteins interact with each other and gets buried at the interface of the two 

proteins. One such example can be seen in Fig. 1.4(a) where the two-domain protein BphC 

enzyme (1dhy.pdb) has been shown in its complex form along with its interfaces.60 The blue 

part in the bottom figure indicates the hydrophobic patch in the proteins which gets buried after 

the complex formation. The other important consequence of hydrophobic effect is the stability 

of cell membrane, as shown in Fig. 1.4(b). As seen from the figure, the hydrophobic alkyl chain 

remains hidden while the hydrophilic atoms are exposed to the aqueous environment. 

 

Figure 1.4 (a) The two-domain protein BphC enzyme in the upper panel and the separated complex 

with the hydrophobic patch at the interface shown in blue color in the bottom panel. Reprinted with 

permission from ref. 60. (b) The structure of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid bilayers with 

the hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts zoomed in along with their interactions. The green and grey color 

represent the water and alkyl chains while rest of the colors represent various atoms from the 

hydrophilic parts. Reprinted with permission from ref. 61. 
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While these effects contribute to the enthalpic component of the free energy for a process 

occurring in water, the other important effect of water comes from its entropy, which has been 

discussed in the next section. 

 

1.2.1 Significance of Water Entropy 

Several factors contribute to the molecular recognition processes taking place in biological 

systems. These include the enthalpic interactions between molecules62 or the entropy of 

proteins originating from its conformational changes63. However, the solvent present both in 

the binding site and near the incoming molecule often plays crucial roles in modulating the free 

energy of the overall process. The entropy gained by the water molecules released in the 

binding process contributes favourably to the free energy of the process. This can be easily 

realised from the study by Hayashi et al.64 where the binding of a ribonucleic acid aptamer with 

a partial peptide of a prion protein is shown to be driven by water entropy and is shown in Fig. 

1.5. In this case, the energy decreases for the overall system since the binding of the two sites 

gets compensated by the increase in energy due to the loss in water-biomolecular interactions. 

As a consequence, the changes in the water thermodynamics plays a key role in the overall 

process. 

 

Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of the binding process of two solutes and the dehydrating process. 

The case shown in (a) has two rigid solutes and in the case shown in (b), one of the solute in flexible 
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and converts to a rigid form after the binding process. In both cases, the water molecules marked with 

shaded circles has gain in entropy. Reprinted with permission from ref. 64. 

Such roles of water entropy in has been shown in several other studies on various protein 

systems65-67 and near DNA68. Various attempts have been made over the years to predict the 

properties of water molecules near different solutes. While some of these methods are used to 

predict the water content in protein binding sites69, other methods are used to calculate the 

thermodynamic properties of water at different environments. It has been shown recently that 

while water entropy, in general, is important in molecular recognition, it is a few specific water 

molecules whose entropy contribute significantly to the drug-protein binding65 . Therefore, we 

are going to discuss on the specific topic of single water entropy in molecular recognition in 

the next subsection. 

 

1.2.2 Role of Single Water Entropy in Molecular Recognition 

The cavities of biomolecules often remain filled with water. In some cases, they remain 

strongly H-bonded to the solute. In general, the electrostatic interactions with the solute results 

in the stabilization of the water molecules inside a cavity. However, in the bound state both the 

translational and rotational motions of the water molecules remain restricted. This results in an 

unfavourable entropic state for the bound water molecules. An example for such a situation is 

shown in the study by Friesner and co-workers70 in the outline hydration site of antibody DB3 

where a water molecule remain H-bonded inside a hydrophobic cavity. This is shown in Fig. 

1.6(a). For such a water molecule, release from the cavity will lead to enhancement in both 

translational and rotational entropy, leading to a favourable contribution toward free energy of 

binding for the incoming ligand. In cases where there are multiple water molecules present 

inside a cavity, the different water molecules are sometimes found to possess different value 

of entropy. This can be seen for the case of biotin binding cavity of streptavidin, where it has 

been shown that the five water molecules that form a pentameric arrangement have different 

individual entropy values71 as shown in Fig. 1.6(b) and 1.6(c).  
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Figure 1.6 (a) The configuration of a water molecule in the hydration site of antibody DB3. The water 

is orientationally constrained through an H-bond with Asn-35 residue and is surrounded by hydrophobic 

residues. The purple shading shows the van der Waals radius for the water molecule. Reprinted with 

permission from ref. 70. (b) The arrangement of five water molecules in the cavity of streptavidin in 

absence of biotin. (c) The total entropy values for the five water molecules shown in (b) in kcal/mol 

unit. The green dots represent the positions of water oxygen atoms in different frames and the protein 

cavity is shown with surface representation. Reprinted with permission from ref. 71. 

The significance of such water molecules has been established in different studies where the 

entropy of water molecules has been used as a tool to design better ligand for a particular cavity. 

The study by Abel et al.65 showed that for the active site of factor Xa, the specific design of 

ligand capable of removing particular water molecules from the active site can lead to 

favourable thermodynamics of overall ligand binding process. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.7 

where the differently coloured spheres show the nature of different water molecules. It can be 

clearly seen from the figure that the cavity is occupied with several water molecules that can 

favour ligand binding entropically.  

 

Figure 1.7 The water molecules in the active site of factor Xa in wireframe format. The S1 and S4 are 

the labels for the pockets shown in yellow and green, grey and purple colour represent water molecules 

which are expected to contribute entropically, energetically and both entropy and energetically 

respectively toward ligand binding. Reprinted with permission from ref. 65. 
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All these evidences show that exact knowledge of thermodynamics for individual water 

molecules in the vicinity of biomolecules is an important aspect in the development of better 

ligands. The various methods used for measurement of water thermodynamics has been 

discussed in the next section. 

 

1.2.3 Methods Available for Water Entropy Calculation 

A general estimate for the translational entropy of a monoatomic ideal gas can be obtained 

from Sackur-Tetrode (ST)72 equation given as: 

STrans.
id = C(T) + kB ln V,    (1.9)  

Where C  is the momentum contribution and V  is the configurational volume. Although the 

momentum contribution is unambiguous, the estimate for the configurational volume is often 

complex. For a real system such as water where the molecules interact with each other and its 

surrounding, the estimation of configurational volume is challenging and require an accurate 

method. An alternate method known as cratic entropy73 uses an equation similar to ST where 

the configurational volume is measured from the information of concentration. However, the 

accuracy of this method has been a matter of debate.74 Calculation of rotational entropy also 

faces similar challenges due the variation of water interaction with its environment. Several 

methods have been developed to estimate the translational and rotational entropy of water near 

solutes accurately, many of which has their root in the Inhomogeneous Solvation Theory 

(IST).75-77 Using this approach, the thermodynamics of water, especially the entropic aspect of 

it, has been estimated in different ways in methods such as GIST,78 STOW,79 WaterMap,70 and 

others.80-81 In other methods, different statistical mechanical fundamentals are used (GCT,82 

3D-RISM,83 SZMAP,84 2PT85 and WATsite86). Recently Kumar et al.87 proposed tetrahedral 

entropy for water based on its structural characteristics. The details of these methods are not 

included in the discussion here. Although the estimates of thermodynamic properties obtained 

through these methods are shown to be mostly accurate, there are several drawbacks associated 

with these methods, some of which are discussed in the following section. 
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1.2.4 Drawbacks of Currently Available Methods 

The disadvantages associated with the different available methods have been discussed in the 

study by Velez-Vega et al.65 In several methods where the solvation shell thermodynamic 

properties are measured, the simulations are carried out with the fixed solutes70, 75-77, 82 which 

may lead to incorrect solvation structures, and could possibly give inaccuracies in the measured 

values. In some cases, the highly occupied hydration sites are mostly studied70, 80, 86 while the 

low-occupancy solvation and their thermodynamics are disregarded. Although the major 

contribution in the overall thermodynamics for the process happening in this kind of system 

may come from the highly hydrated regions, the contributions from other regions may also 

have significant contribution and may impact the ligand design and optimization. Often these 

difficulties are found to escalate for estimation of third and higher order corrections. With the 

various issues related to several of these methods, the search for newer methods with better 

accuracy and low computation cost remain an active area of research.  

 

1.3 Structural Aspect of Water: Characteristics and Significance 

Solvation shell water can exhibit different structures depending on its thermodynamic 

condition and solute properties. These structures often differ from each other in terms of energy 

and play crucial roles in the physical properties of water in its pure form and in the hydration 

shells. One of the most general characteristic for water structure is its H-bonds number. The 

general method for defining H-bond involves the donor and acceptor atoms to be within 3.5 Å 

of each other and the donor-Hydrogen-acceptor angle to be less than 30°. The number of such 

H-bonds depends on the environment of the water molecule under consideration. While a water 

can make maximum of four H-bonds, e.g., around ice at ambient condition, water makes on an 

average 3.6 H-bonds per water molecules. 

The other commonly used structural parameter is known as the tetrahedral order parameter of 

water. The commonly occurring water is generally found to be in tetrahedral condition. The 

degree of tetrahedrality generally increases for water when the temperature is lowered. The 

local tetrahedral order parameter is used to quantify the tetrahedrality of water molecules, 

which is defined as:88 

Qk ≡ 1 −
3

8
∑ ∑ [cosψikj +

1

3

4
j=i+1 ]23

i ,    (1.10) 
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where ψikj refers to the angle made by molecule k with its nearest neighbours i and j. The value 

of this parameter ranges between 0 and 1 corresponding to a complete non-tetrahedral structure 

to an entirely tetrahedral structures. 

Other than these parameters, the general Steinhardt parameters of various orders are also used 

to characterise the structure of the solid form of water. The different aspects of water structures 

and their effect on the dynamics and thermodynamics of water at various conditions will be 

one of the focuses of the thesis. 

 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

In this thesis, the thermodynamics and dynamics of water in the solvation shell of different 

solutes have been investigated using computer simulations. The dynamic aspect of water has 

been investigated by probing the mean residence time (MRT) of water near DNA, while the 

thermodynamic aspect has been investigated through the calculation of entropy in the solvation 

shell. The relation between the dynamics and entropy of water have been investigated for water 

in its pure form and in the solvation shell in the supercooled state of water. A chapter-wise 

summary of the thesis is provided in the following: 

Chapter 2 describes the method that has been employed in the thesis to study water dynamics 

and entropy. 

Chapter 3 discusses the mean residence time (MRT) of water in the solvation shell of DNA 

base pairs to investigate the governing factors for water dynamics near DNA. 

Chapter 4 describes the MRTs of ionic liquids near DNA base pair in hydrated ionic liquid 

systems to study how the chemistry of base pairs affect the dynamics of ionic liquids and water 

in the solution. 

Chapter 5 shows the application of single water entropy calculation method developed within 

our group in the solvation shell of ions. The accuracy of the method has been shown in addition 

to obtaining new information on how cations and anions modulate water behavior in the 

solvation shell. 

Chapter 6 describes the study of supercooled state of pure water through investigation of 

entropy and diffusion. Through analysis of structural aspects of water at different conditions, 
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the effect of structural polymorphism and dynamic transition on water entropy behavior has 

been discussed. 

Chapter 7 shows how similar or dissimilar is the behavior of water in the solvation shell of 

ions in the supercooled state compared to water in its pure form. The entropy and structural 

aspects of water have been discussed in this context.  

Chapter 8 summarises the main conclusions of the thesis. Also, few future directions have 

been discussed. 
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Chapter 2 

Systems and Methodology 

2.1. Systems 

In this chapter, the systems on which the studies have been carried out in the thesis and the 

methods used has been discussed. Firstly the systems on which the investigations are done are 

discussed which includes DNA, ionic liquids, ions in water and supercooled state of water. 

This will be followed by the various methods used in the thesis. 

2.1.1 Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 

DNA is known as the principal genetic information carrier for living organisms. The basic 

building block of DNA is known to be a nucleotide unit. It is composed of three major chemical 

fragments: a heteroaromatic nitrogenous base, a deoxyribose sugar molecule and a phosphate 

group. The four nitrogenous bases are categorized into purine bases (adenine (dA) and guanine 

(dG)) and pyrimidine bases (cytosine (dC) and thymine (dT) See Fig. 2.1). These mode of 

interaction between these bases are non-covalent in nature which includes hydrogen bonding 

and stacking interactions. Due to these interactions, the helical structure of DNA is formed. 

In general, guanine forms three hydrogen bonds with cytosine and adenine forms two hydrogen 

bonds with thymine as shown in Fig. 1.1, thus forming rungs of the helical DNA ladder. The 

exocyclic carbonyl oxygen atoms and ring nitrogen atoms act as hydrogen bond acceptors and 

the exocyclic amine group and –NH ring group adjacent to carbonyl group acts as a hydrogen 

bond donor. These standard hydrogen bonding pattern of G:C  and A:T base pairs are termed 

as Watson-Crick base pairs. The hydrogen bonding stabilization is close to -0.25 kcal/mol per 

base pair1-4 and are cooperative in nature when multiple hydrogen bonds are considered. 
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Figure 2.1 Figure showing specific atom types and Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding for (a) A:T base 

pair and (b) G:C base pair. 

 

The aromatic base pairs have a tendency to stack over each other albeit in offset position 

leading to a conventional DNA helical geometry. The stacking arrangement of base pairs arises 

due to dispersion interactions between them as well as constraints imposed by sugar-phosphate 

backbone. The sugar-phosphate backbone holds the DNA framework stable. The flexible and 

hydrophilic sugar-phosphate backbone can potentially exhibit multiple conformations. For 

consecutive bases i-1, i, and i+1, these conformations can be observed using six backbone 

torsional angles O3’-[i-1]-P-O5’-C5’ (α), P-O5’-C5’-C’ (β) , O5’-C5’-C4’-C3’ (γ), C5’-C4’-

C3’-O3’ (δ), C4’-C3’-O3’-P[i+1] (ε), C3’-O3’-P[i+1]-O5’[i+1] (ζ) and a dihedral angle χ 

around the glycosidic bond (N1/N9-C1’). For purine and pyrimidine bases, dihedral angle χ is 

defined as O4’-C1’-N9-C4 and O4’-C1’-N1-C2, respectively. 

The glycosidic bond (N1/N9-C1’) which connects a hydrophobic base to sugar plays an 

important role in defining conformational map of a certain nucleotide. The purine bases 

Adenine and Guanine can display both syn5-6 (50°≤ χ ≤80°) and anti (180°≤ χ ≤280°) 

conformations. However, the pyrimidine bases Cytosine and Thymine exhibit only syn 

conformations due to steric clashes between base and sugar moiety. Thus, in a DNA helix, 

these various interactions such as hydrogen bonding, stacking interactions, steric repulsions 

and environmental parameters such as backbone-ions and backbone-water interactions 

eventually decide the fate of the DNA conformation.  
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Figure 2.2 Figure showing the structural parameters of a dinucleotide step based on 3 translational 

motions (Shift, Slide and Rise) and 3 rotational motions (Tilt, Roll and Twist) according to block 

representation as proposed by Lu and Olson 7. The figure is reprinted with permission from Ref. 8. 

 

The bases Adenine-Thymine and Guanine-Cytosine interact via strong non-covalent hydrogen 

bonding interactions, thus forming a base pair. The base pair parameters such as X- 

displacement, Inclination display distinguishing values 8 for A-form (X-displacement = -4.81 

Å, Inclination =19.8°) and B-form (X-displacement= 0 Å, Inclination = 0°). The DNA 

conformation depends on the various interactions present between consecutive base pairs and 

hence in the context of understanding DNA conformational map, a pair of base pair i.e. a 

dinucleotide step or a base-pair step represents the smallest possible unit. The chemical 

heterogeneity of each base step impose the minuscule variations in the structural properties of 

dinucleotide steps. These variations are recognizable using base-pair step parameters based on 

three translational parameters (Slide, Rise, Shift) and three rotational parameters (Roll, Twist, 

Tilt) as shown in Fig. 2.2. The knowledge of backbone torsional angles and sugar pucker along 

with these step parameters help to understand a complete conformational map of a dinucleotide 

step. Such meticulous information helps to anatomize a conformational diversity of whole 

DNA molecule into its corresponding individual dinucleotide steps, thus providing greater 

details to establish structure function relationship. 
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2.1.2 Ionic Liquids (ILs) 

Ionic liquids (ILs) are salts that with high melting temperature. They are made up of large and 

unsymmetrical ions, because of which the packing between these ions are not proper. This 

causes these salts to remain in liquid form. One of the first report of room temperature ILs 

came in 1992 by Wilkes and Zaworotko9. Since then, recent years have seen several uses of 

ILs in various fields. One of the most important uses of ILs come in the field of biomolecular 

storage. Due to the low toxicity and less volatility of ILs, these salts serve as a suitable reagent 

for long term storage and applications of biomolecules. The other feature of ILs are their 

hygroscopic nature. Due to this, trace amount of water always remain present in IL solutions. 

 

2.2 Methodology 

 

2.2.1 All-atom Molecular Dynamics Simulation 

In this thesis, all atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to study water at 

various environments. MD simulations use Newton’s laws of motions to generate the velocity 

for atoms in the system. The forces are obtained from the potential energy originating from the 

interaction between atoms. MD simulations employ force fields to obtain the potentials, where 

the interatomic interactions are modelled via harmonic potential functions. The eq. 2.1 

represents general form of force field, 

𝑈 = ∑
𝑘𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑

2𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 (𝑟 − 𝑟𝑒𝑞)2 + ∑
𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒

2𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 (𝜃 − 𝜃𝑒𝑞)2 + ∑
𝑉𝑛

2
[1 + cos(𝑛𝜑 − 𝛾)]𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 +

∑ [
𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑅𝑖𝑗
12 −

𝐵𝑖𝑗

𝑅𝑖𝑗
6𝑖>𝑗 +

𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝜀𝑅𝑖𝑗
],    (2.1) 

Where 𝑘𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 and 𝑉𝑛 are force constants, n is multiplicity and 𝛾 is phase angle for 

dihedral angles. 𝑟𝑒𝑞 and 𝜃𝑒𝑞 represent equilibrium values for bond and angle parameters. The 

last term of eq. 2.1 represents all non-bonded interactions: a combination of Lennard-Jones 6-

12 potential and electrostatic interactions. The force field consists of constant values for 𝑘𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑, 

𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒, 𝑉𝑛, n, 𝛾, 𝑟𝑒𝑞, 𝜃𝑒𝑞, 𝐴𝑖𝑗, 𝐵𝑖𝑗, 𝑞𝑖, 𝑞𝑗 and ε whereas the variables r, θ, φ and 𝑅𝑖𝑗 are updated 

during simulation. From the trajectory obtained from the MD simulation, different analysis 

techniques were used to calculate various properties. The two main quantities that have been 

calculated in this study is the mean residence time of water and single water entropy. The 

methods used to obtain these quantities are discussed in the following section. 
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2.2.2 Mean Residence Time (MRT) 

The mean residence time (MRT) measures the time taken for a water molecule to escape the 

solvation shell of a solute. Calculation of MRT involves monitoring the time a water molecule 

spends on an average near a site. So initially, at t = 0, probability that the molecule is at the site 

is 1. This probability, called as survival probability, decreases with time and finally goes to 

zero at some later time t.10 A functional fit of the survival probability provides the time scale τ 

for the MRT. This approach, however, leads to an underestimation because a water molecule 

can transiently leave a site before it returns to it. Therefore, to allow such recrossing, Impey, 

Madden, and McDonald (IMM)11 suggested a time lag of 2 ps for the water to re-join the site 

once it leaves. This allowed time-lag, however, is arbitrary, and MRT will depend on the lag.12 

Therefore, Laage and Hynes have used the stable state picture (SSP) of chemical reaction52 to 

calculate MRT of water around halide solution and showed that this approach is superior to 

IMM.12 SSP approach requires the definition of a stable reactant and a stable product separated 

by a barrier. For such a two-state system, reactant and product regions are defined such that 

once the system enters the boundary of a region, it cannot return (i.e, forms a stable state). Such 

a definition takes care of transient escapes or recrossing events. Mathematically, the residence 

time via SSP approach may be given as the decay time of the complement of the probability 

that water is in stable reactant initially (t = 0) and forms a stable product at a later time t. The 

SSP procedure can be summarized as 

𝐶(𝑡) = 1 − 〈𝑝𝑅(0). 𝑝𝑃(𝑡)〉    (2.2) 

Where  𝑝𝑅 and  𝑝𝑃 are the probabilities of being in the stable reactant and product states, 

respectively.12 Absorbing boundary condition has been applied to the product state so that once 

the water reaches the product state, it is not considered further in the calculation. The method 

is schematically shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematic of the SSP approach used for the calculation of residence time. Vertical dashed 

lines show the stable state boundaries; reactant lies to the left of the left line, whereas the product is on 

the right of the right line. 
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This approach does not account for any state in between. Therefore, starting with the reactant, 

the approach allows any number of recrossing and any amount of time lag for recrossing before 

the product is formed. The criterion for defining the reactant and product region is discussed 

in chapter 3 of the thesis. 

 

2.2.3 Single Water Entropy Calculation 

In this thesis, the thermodynamic of water has been studied by calculating the individual water 

entropy values. A method developed within our group has been used for this purpose.13 Our 

method for entropy calculations involves evaluation of translational (TSTrans.) and rotational 

(TSRot.) entropy values for individual water molecule at a certain distance form the solute. 

However the main issue in this comes from the diffusive nature of water molecules, because 

of which a water molecule does not stay at its initial position throughout the whole trajectory. 

In our calculations, this problem is overcome by employing the method developed by 

Grubmüller and co-workers14-15 known as permutation-reduction (PR) through which we 

obtain the effect of localized configuration space for an individual water molecule near a 

particular region. For the TSTrans. calculation, the permuted water molecules has been 

subjected to quasi-harmonic analyses. Therefore the covariance matrix of translational 

fluctuations in the x, y and z-direction has been obtained for the permuted water molecules. 

Diagonalization of this matrix provides three eigenvalues (𝜆𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3), which are then used 

to get the frequencies, 𝜔𝑖 = (𝑘𝐵T/𝜆𝑖)
1/2, 𝑖 = 1,2,3. Finally these frequencies are used in the 

expression for entropy of solid state quantum harmonic oscillator given in the following16: 

𝑆𝑡𝑟
𝑄𝐻 = 𝑘𝐵 ∑

ħ𝜔𝑖 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄

𝑒ħ𝜔𝑖 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ −1
− ln (1 − 𝑒ħ𝜔𝑖 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ )3

𝑖=1 ,    (2.3) 

Where ħ = ℎ/2𝜋, h is Planck’s constant, T is the temperature and 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann’s 

constant. Each water molecules are permuted separately using our asymmetric permutation17 

approach. Considering the classical limit at high temperature (ħωi kBT⁄ < 1), the above 

formula can be written in the following form: 

Str
QH = kB ∑ 13

i=1 − ln(1 −ħωi kBT⁄ ) = C(T) + kBlnV,    (2.4) 

where C = (3 − ln (
4π

3
) −

3

2
ln (

ħ2

kBT
) and V = 4π/3(

1

2√2
)(λ1λ2λ3)

1

2. Here (𝜆𝑖)
1/2represents the 

length of the principle axes of the ellipsoidal volume that a permuted water molecule occupies. 

The anharmonic contribution arising from the interaction with solute has been taken in to 

account in the calculations by incorporating the method based on kth nearest neighbour 
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distances, where k < (n-1) (n= sample points),18 following Numata et al.19 More details on this 

method can be found in ref. 13.  

To calculate TSRot. values, the angular distribution of permuted water molecules are used. The 

equation used to calculate TSRot. values is given in Eq. 2.5: 

𝑆𝑅𝑜𝑡. = 𝑘𝐵 ∫ 𝑝(𝜃, 𝜒)𝑐 ln{𝑝(𝜃, 𝜒)𝑐} sin 𝜃 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜒,     (2.5) 

Where 𝑝(𝜃, 𝜒) is angular distribution for a permuted water molecule and c is a normalization 

factor; 𝜃 represents the angle between water dipole vector and the vector between water oxygen 

and the solute; 𝜒 represents the angle between H-H vector of the water and the normal to the 

plane defined by the dipole vector and the solute-oxygen vector. These angles are shown in 

Fig. 2.4. The reason for not using quasi-harmonic entropy calculation method for rotational 

motion is that the moment of inertia associated with angular motion of water molecule relative 

to a solute is ambiguous. Also, the use of a harmonic approximation is inappropriate for a freely 

rotating molecule.20 

 

Figure 2.4. Schematic diagram showing the two angles θ and χ used for the calculation of rotational 

entropy. θ represents the angle between the dipole vector of water and the vector from water’s oxygen 

to the solute shown as blue sphere. χ represents the angle between the H−H vector of water and the 

normal to the plane defined by the dipole vector of water and the solute-oxygen vector. 
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Chapter 3 

Distribution of Residence Time of Water around DNA Base pairs: 

The Origin of Heterogeneity 

3.1 Introduction 

Understanding the dynamics of water near DNA is essential for the role these water 

molecules play in DNA replication and repair,1 molecular recognition by DNA2 and protein-

DNA interaction.3 One of the routes of dynamical relaxations of biological water near DNA is 

through an exchange with the bulk. This can be probed through mean residence time (MRT), 

which measures how long water molecules stay near a biomolecule. However, the definition 

of MRT may vary. MRT is interpreted as a measure of the delay between successive 

translational hops4 or as the second-order orientational relaxation.5 The range of MRT can have 

a large variation for different systems. First evidence of a long MRT, 10 ns to 10 ms for protein-

interior water and 300−500 ps for surface-bound water, came from a combined nuclear 

Overhauser effect (NOE) and its rotating frame equivalent (ROE).6 However, subsequent 2H 

and 17O nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion (NMRD) studies7 and 1H spin−lattice 

relaxation8 indicated a much smaller value (30−50 ps). The reason for this discrepancy was 

attributed to the contribution from very slow and buried water molecules in protein to the 

average water time scale. 

In the present study, we have focused on MRT of water in the solvation shell of DNA, 

or more specifically around different dinucleotide steps of DNA. DNA is an important 

biomolecule responsible for the growth and survival of life. The physiologically common B-

form has a narrow and deep minor groove, wide and shallow major groove, and charged 

phosphate groups in a perfectly ordered arrangement. These structural features, which depend 

both on the DNA sequence and surrounding water, determine distinctly different structural and 

dynamical behavior of water molecules that gave rise to variety of opinions recently on DNA 

solvation9-14. 

The heterogeneity in water behavior can be easily realized around DNA in spite of it 

having a more regular structure compared to proteins. The residence time reported by different 

groups in the grooves of DNA has also been different. Liepinsh et al., using NOE/ROE, 

reported a much longer MRT of water (>1 ns) in the minor groove compared to that in the 

major groove (<500 ps) at lower temperature 10 and 4 °C.15 In another study, Jacobson et al. 
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reported residence times >0.5 ns for hydration water, which were detected by positive 

water−DNA cross peaks in NOESY,16 and the absence of long residence time (>1 ns) has been 

claimed by Sunnerhagen et al. around trp operator DNA.17 At room temperature (27 °C), 

however, MRT of water in the minor groove of Dickerson dodecamer (DD) was found to be 

200 ps, while it was estimated to be 140 ps in the major groove.18 NOE and NMRD studies 

carried out for different DNA sequences in the presence and absence of minor groove binding 

drug netropsin19 indicated that mostly long-lived water molecules come from the “spine of 

hydration” existing in the minor groove, and therefore, groove width was argued to play a 

role.20 Generally, the time scales are found to be much longer for MRT than the properties 

probed by TRSS, dielectric relaxation, and so forth. However, these studies give an average 

behavior of water and do not provide any site-specific information.13 Moreover, they are 

limited to study only specific DNA sequences as water around the minor groove of GC base 

pairs gives no NOE, indicating a shorter residence time.21  

Computational studies can probe directly into the behavior of water around a particular 

site. However, the previous computational studies of MRT have primarily focused on 

proteins,22-26 and rarely on DNA.27 Moreover, most of the studies on water dynamics around 

DNA and proteins were focused on specific systems. Therefore, they do not provide a general 

picture about the origin of water dynamical behavior. Recently, two groups28-29 calculated 

orientational relaxation around various sites of proteins and thus captured a distribution of 

possible relaxation time scale indicating an inherent heterogeneity in the distribution of 

dynamical properties as well as energetics of water across various sites of proteins. 28-29 Such 

behavior may be the consequence of both the topology30-31 and the chemistry (i.e., electrostatic 

nature)32-33 of the hydration site. 

In a DNA system, both the topography (groove width/depth) and the chemistry of 

nucleobases and their sequential arrangement may vary. Therefore, it is quite non-intuitive how 

the behavior of water locally around a particular DNA dinucleotide will manifest.34-35 This 

study thus aims at a general understanding of the water residence time around DNA base pairs. 

We have tried to address the question as to what governs MRT around DNA: the chemistry of 

the base pairs or the topography of the DNA. Therefore, we have calculated MRT, following 

the prescription by Laage and Hynes36 based on the stable state picture (SSP) formulation37 of 

Hynes and co-workers, around several DNA dinucleotide steps located at various positions 

along DNA. We have standardized our method for the calculation of MRT on the DD system. 

Subsequently, we have applied the method to several other DNA systems to find the governing 

factors of MRT. Apart from the chemistry and topography, this study also finds a new universal 
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correlation with respect to the position of site along the DNA where water molecules near the 

base pairs in the middle of the DNA have higher MRT that decreases continuously toward the 

terminals. We propose a simple kinetic model that captures not only the time scales of water 

escape from DNA but also the origin of this observed correlation. 

 

3.2 Computation Details 

 

3.2.1 Sequence Generation 

To carry out the study, we have tested our method first on the Dickerson dodecamer (DD)38 

system with pdb id 1BNA. To further investigate the origin of heterogeneity in the MRT values, 

20 DNA sequences were used, each having 12 base pairs. The sequences for these 20 DNAs 

are given in the following: 

1. CGTGGAGATACG,  11. GCACTATGAAGC, 

2. CGATATACGGCG,  12. GCGCCGCCGTGC, 

3. CGGCATGAACGC,  13. GCGCGTATACGC, 

4. CGATTACCTGCG,  14. GCTAATCGGCGC, 

5. CGATAGAACGCG,  15. GCATTCTTGGGC, 

6. CGCAAGCACGCG,  16. CGGTTAGATGCG, 

7. CGGCTGCTACGC,  17. GCGCATAGTAGC, 

8. CGGTATGCTACG,  18. GCCTGATTAGGC, 

9. CGGCCGAAAACG,  19. CGCCAAAACTCG, 

10. CGATAGCCGACG,  20. GCGAATCTGGGC. 

The DNA sequences were chosen in such a way that each base pairs remain in equal numbers 

at various positions. These DNA sequences were processed using the NAB program39 to 

generate their structure in B-DNA form. Xleap in AMBERTools39 was used with 

AMBER99/parmbsc0 force field40-41 to generate the topology and coordinate files. 

Subsequently, the coordinates and topologies obtained were converted to GROMACS42 format 

using the amb2gmx.pl program.43 
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3.2.2 Simulation Details 

All the DNA sequences were solvated using TIP3P44 water molecules. The box 

dimensions were chosen such that there was a 10 Å thick solvation shell around each DNA 

system. The system was neutralized by replacing 22 water molecules by 22 sodium ions. These 

DNA systems were energy minimized using the steepest descent method followed by heating 

up to 300 K using a Berendsen thermostat48 with a coupling constant of 0.2 ps and a harmonic 

restraint of 2.5 kcal/mol.Å−2 on heavy atoms of DNA. This was followed by a gradual 

sequential reduction of restraint to 50 cal/mol.Å−2 in seven simulations, 50 ps each at constant 

temperature 300 K and constant 1 bar pressure using a Berendsen thermostat and a barostat,45 

respectively. The final equilibration without any position restraints was carried out for 1 ns at 

constant temperature 300 K and constant pressure 1 bar using Nose−Hoover thermostat46-47 

and Parrinello−Rahman barostat,48 respectively, with a coupling constant of 0.2 ps for each. 

Electrostatic interactions were treated using PME electrostatics49 with 10 Å cut-off. The van 

der Waals cut-off was set to 10 Å. A final molecular dynamics run of 10 ns was carried out for 

all the 20 DNA systems and DD system with similar treatment of temperature, pressure, 

electrostatics, and vdW as in final equilibration. All the molecular dynamics treatment was 

done using GROMACS package42 with constrained bonds and time step of 2 fs. 

 

3.2.3 Definition of Stable States 

As discussed in chapter 2, the calculation of MRT values require defining the stable 

reactant and product states. Since in this case, the focus is on the effect of chemistry and 

topography of DNA base pair steps, a total of 360 sites (a particular dinucleotide step in the 

minor or major groove) are identified around which MRT calculations were carried out. Also 

calculation of MRT values were carried out near DD system. When a water molecule is close 

to a particular site, it is defined as reactant. For the product, we set the criteria that the water 

molecule must be far away not only from the site but also from the whole DNA. The reason 

for such a definition is that a water molecule in principle can move to another base pair and not 

to bulk after leaving the site, and in turn, it will contribute positively toward MRT in the 

experiment.  

The precise definition of stable state boundaries requires the knowledge of the 

hydration layer in different grooves. Typically radial distribution function provides a good 

measure of the solvation shell. However, because DNA is not spherical, we used proximal 

radial distribution function (PRDF)50 of water molecules around a particular site. PRDFs 

measure water distribution perpendicular to the local surface of the site.51 For our purpose, we 
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have selected the atoms in the major and minor grooves of DNA and calculated the PRDFs by 

utilizing a faster grid-based algorithm proposed by Makarov et al.52 Figure 3.1 shows some 

representative PRDFs of water molecules around different dinucleotide steps in the major 

(Figure 3.1a) and minor grooves (Figure 3.1b) of DD. The deeper and narrower character of 

the minor groove results in a narrower and more pronounced first solvation shell, along with a 

broad second solvation shell. Distribution of water on the major groove has a smaller difference 

in the structure of the two solvation shell; both are less intense than the first solvation shell of 

the minor groove. The PRDF plots show that the distribution of water is different grossly 

between major and minor grooves. The difference is, however, less among different base pairs 

in the same group, especially in the position of the peaks and troughs of the solvation shells. 

From the PRDF, we can obtain the underlying free energy or potential of mean force (PMF) 

using the relation53   

PMF(r) = −kBT ln PRDF(r),   (3.1) 

 

Figure 3.1 Proximal radial distribution functions (PRDF) of water around different base pairs of 

Dickerson dodecamer in the (a) major and (b) minor grooves are shown in the top panel. Corresponding 

potential of mean forces (PMFs) for major (c) and minor grooves (d) are shown in the bottom panel. 

 

Figure 3.1c and 3.1d show the PMF of water around different sites of major and minor grooves, 

respectively. Based on the PMF, escape of water from base pair to bulk can be thought to follow 

the following kinetic behavior 

S1 ⇌ S2 → Bulk      (3.2) 

Where S1 and S2 denote the first and second solvation shells, respectively. From the PMF, we 

can now define the reactant and product stable states. If dmin is the minimum distance of a water 

molecule from a site of the DNA, then the reactant region is defined where dmin < 5.5 Å and 

product region is defined when dmin > 6.6 Å for a site in the minor groove. For the major groove 
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sites, the reactant region is defined where dmin < 4.3 Å, and the product region is defined where 

dmin > 6 Å. In both cases, water molecules in the first and second solvation shell are considered 

to be within the reactant region. Figure 3.1c,d show the stable state boundaries for the major 

and minor groove sites, respectively. Note that these boundaries are defined between the barrier 

and stable states of the PMF, as required by the SSP approach.36 Because the peak positions 

match between different base pair steps, we used the same condition across all DNA systems. 

Choice of the cut-offs plays an important role in the residence time calculation. Similar cut-off 

used in the major and minor groove was shown earlier to produce similar residence time in 

both grooves.17  

 

3.2.4 Local and Directional Velocity Auto-Correlation Function (VACF) 

For the kinetic model, discussed later, we used diffusion coefficients along the DNA 

and perpendicular to the DNA in the first and second solvation shell to calculate the rate 

constants. Diffusion coefficients were calculated from the velocity autocorrelation function 

using the following general relation54 

D =
1

d
∫ 〈V⃗⃗ (0). V⃗⃗ (t)〉

∞

0
,   (3.3) 

Where d is the dimensionality, D is the diffusion coefficient, and �⃗�  is the velocity vector. For 

our study, we needed to calculate diffusion coefficient of water at a particular region along a 

particular direction. Therefore, we first created a local body fixed triad axes system in DNA, 

similar to what we recently used to study localized B → A DNA transition,55 where x̂ axis 

points to the minor groove and ẑ axis aligns roughly along the DNA helical axis. The vectors 

are shown in Fig. 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2 (a) The three vectors constructed on DNA to calculate VACF along different directions. The 

vector along perpendicular direction of DNA, denoted here as 𝑥, is constructed from the center of mass 

(COM) of four bases to the COM of two 3’ sugar groups. A vector along parallel to base pair, denoted 

as �̂� here, is constructed from the COM of two C’ atoms of sense strand to the two C’ atoms of the 
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antisense strand. The cross product of 𝑥 and �̂�, denoted as �̂�, is the vector parallel to DNA axis. 𝑥, �̂� 

and �̂� are shown with violet, green, and red color. The VACF plots at various distances in the 

perpendicular direction of DNA for the major (b) and minor (c) groove. 

 

Following the PRDF, we defined the first solvation shell water to be at a minimum distance 

within 3.4 Å; for the second solvation shell, water molecules at a minimum distance from the 

DNA within 3.4 to 6.6 Å were considered for the minor groove. The velocity of the water 

molecules that reside continuously for 2 ps within a given distance limit were projected onto ẑ 

and x̂ axes to calculate the VACF and in turn diffusion coefficient parallel and perpendicular 

to DNA, respectively. The VACF plots in the perpendicular direction of DNA are shown in 

Fig. 3.2(b) and 3.2(c) for major and minor groove respectively. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussions 

We standardized the SSP approach and the stable state cut-offs on the DD system first 

because DD is a well-studied system.21 It also contains a narrow minor groove56 and therefore 

expected to provide an upper-bound to the MRT. Subsequently, we applied the method to other 

20 different DNA systems to obtain a distribution of residence time around different base pairs. 

 

3.3.1 Calculation of Residence Time around Dickerson Dodecamer (DD) 

Although our goal is to calculate water MRT around base pair steps (two base pairs) 

only, we first analysed the effect of the size and sequence variation of the sites. To do that, we 

used the SSP approach to calculate the correlation function C(t) using Eq 2.2. C(t) was fitted 

generally to a biexponential function of the following form after removing the initial fast decay 

(10 ps) 

C(t) = C1e
−t τ1⁄ + C2e

−t τ2⁄ ,    (3.4) 

Where C1 and C2 are the amplitudes of time constants 𝜏1 and 𝜏2, respectively. 𝜏1 is taken to 

be the faster, and 𝜏2 is taken to be the slower time scale by convention. Figure 3.3 shows a 

typical correlation function and biexponential fit for a site in the major and minor grooves of 

DD. The overall MRT is obtained by weighted average of both time scales as 

τ =
C1τ1+C2τ2

C1+C2
,      (3.5) 

Table 3.1 shows the individual time constants and the overall MRT of water around various 

sites in the major and minor groove of DD. Note that most of the fits have approximately 90% 

contribution from the faster time constant in the major groove, indicating that the dynamical 
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relaxation of water in the major groove follows mostly single exponential decay. Also, size of 

the site (in terms of no. of base pairs) and position or constituent of the site do not influence 

the MRT significantly as the overall MRT lies mostly between 61 to 65 ps for DD major groove 

sites.  

 

Figure 3.3 Correlation function and exponential fit for one representative calculation in a major and 

minor groove site. First, 10 ps data has been removed from the correlation function before fitting as 

done for the rest of the correlation functions. 

 

On the other hand, water in the minor groove shows biexponential relaxation with a significant 

contribution for the larger time scale. Here, overall MRT is similar when four or more base 

pairs are considered as a site. For the sites involving two base pairs, the values are slightly 

smaller. The largest MRT value 128.2 ps is obtained for the minor groove site where four base 

pairs (A5 to T8) are considered as the site. X-ray crystallography studies show that A5 to A8 

portion of DD has a narrow minor groove with a strong “spine of hydration”.57 The occupancy 

of water molecules in the grooves of DNA resembles that of water in the crystal structure. 

Therefore, the largest MRT for this region may be a consequence of that. However, we will see 

later that there are other effects also involved. 

 

Table 3.1: Variation in the residence time with respect to the number of DNA base pairs in major and 

minor Grooves. 

                                           Major groove                          Minor groove 

No. 

of 

base 

pairs 

Base 

pair 

position 

𝜏1 

(𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒) 

𝜏2 

(𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒) 

Total 

RT 

(ps) 

𝜏1 

(𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒) 

𝜏2 

(𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒) 

Total 

RT 

(ps) 
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Two 

2 to 3 

6 to 7 

10 to 11 

49.9 (94.6%) 

61.1 (91.1%) 

50.0 (90.5%) 

191.0 (5.4%) 

124.3 (8.9%) 

154.7 (9.5%) 

57.5 

66.7 

59.9 

 62.9 (81.7%) 

65.9 (78.1%) 

53.4 (83.5%) 

153.9 (18.3%) 

184.8 (21.9%) 

154.4 (16.5%) 

79.6 

92.0 

70.1 

 

Four 

2 to 5 

5 to 8 

8 to 11 

51.6 (94.4%) 

57.7 (92.9%) 

51.7 (89.5%) 

176.7 (5.6%) 

147.5 (7.1%) 

143.7 (10.5%) 

58.6 

64.0 

61.4 

64.7 (74.9%) 

86.6 (66.2%) 

83.6 (65.6%) 

197.7 (25.1%) 

209.7 (33.8%) 

160.6 (34.4%) 

98.1 

128.2 

96.9 

 

Six 

2 to 7 

4 to 9 

6 to 11 

52.4 (91.1%) 

56.1 (93.1%) 

53.2 (89.7%) 

143.1 (8.9%) 

149.6 (6.9%) 

138.2 (10.3%) 

60.4 

62.6 

61.9 

68.1 (72.6%) 

79.0 (70.3%) 

68.6 (68.8%) 

194.5 (27.4%) 

200.7 (29.7%) 

178.9 (31.2%) 

102.7 

115.3 

103.0 

 

Eight 

2 to 9 

3 to 10 

4 to 11 

53.3 (92.7%) 

56.3 (94.0%) 

52.8 (90.6%) 

156.3 (7.3%) 

177.4 (6.0%) 

139.9 (9.4%) 

60.8 

63.6 

61.0 

69.6 (72.9%) 

75.4 (74.8%) 

69.4 (70.9%) 

190.6 (27.1%) 

195.9 (25.2%) 

186.4 (29.1%) 

102.4 

105.8 

103.5 

 

Our calculated MRT for the minor groove of DD for A5T8 base pair is 128.2 ps, whereas the 

reported NMRD result of Denisov et al.18 at similar temperature 27 °C is 200 ps at 27 °C. 

Although our value is somewhat smaller, the time scale obtained here is in the same order. 

Similarly, for the major groove of the same system, our result of 64 ps is smaller than the 

experiment (140 ps for DD at 27 °C).18 Most of the other NMR studies including this one were 

performed at lower temperature, providing much longer residence time (>500 ps).15, 18, 21 NMR 

studies have a lesser resolution at higher temperatures. Extrapolation of the results by Phan et 

al.21, calculated at various lower temperatures in the minor groove of DD, to 298 K gives 100 

ps, in good agreement with our present estimate. Although we find similar result for different 

base pairs, a clear signature of slower water dynamics in both major and minor grooves is 

present where the site is chosen to be middle for a set of base pairs (i.e., A6T7 for two base 

pair site, A5-T8 for four base pair site, and so forth). This phenomenon is consistent with NMR 

observation.18, 58 Either sequential21 or random placement58 of AT base pairs shows that water 

near the middle of the DNA has longer time scale. Table 1 also shows that the values for 

different sizes of the reactant region are similar. Therefore, the effect of the base pair may be 

local. Water may escape quickly to the bulk before it samples the whole DNA. However, 

calculations of MRT on one system is not sufficient to decouple these different types of effects 

(i.e., chemistry, topography, and position in a DNA) on the water dynamics. 

 

3.3.2 Distribution of Mean Residence Time 

To decipher which effects are important and also to understand the range of variability of MRT 

of water around DNA, we calculated MRT of water, standardized through DD system as 
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mentioned above, onto the rest of the 20 different DNA systems around dinucleotide steps (2 

base pairs). Because all DNA structures are taken to be 12 base pairs long, there are 9 sites in 

each groove leaving the terminal base pairs. Thus, there are altogether 360 sites providing us 

with 360 correlation functions. 

Interestingly, the fitting did not always result in two time scales. Quality of fitting was decided 

on the basis of both χ2 and correlation coefficient. We ensured that all the fit results had a low 

χ2 and high correlation coefficient. The median of all 360 χ2 is 0.04, and the correlation 

coefficient is 0.99996, indicating extremely good fit for all the correlation functions.  

 

Figure 3.4 (a) Distribution of residence time, which shows a bimodal character based on the sites in 

major and minor grooves. (b) MRT values plotted against groove width of base pair steps (groove 

widths of some base pairs could not be calculated using Curves+62). Correlation between the groove 

width and MRT is clear as the values for a particular groove cluster together. Minor groove being 

narrower results in higher MRT of water and vice versa for the major groove. 

 

Figure 3.4(a) shows the distribution of the overall MRT for all the 360 sites. The distribution 

is bimodal where MRTs of the major and minor groove sites fall under separate ones with only 

a little overlap. The difference in the time scale observed for major and minor groove can be 

attributed to the topography of the DNA. To illustrate this, the MRT values have been plotted 

with respect to the groove width of the DNAs calculated using Curves+59 and are shown in 

Figure 3.5(b). From the figure, it can be seen that the time scales from different grooves fall in 

two different regions with non-overlapping groove widths. The minor groove has longer MRT 

compared to major groove in agreement with the experimental observation of a more rigid 

minor groove hydration by Jacobson et al.18 The values indicate that the A5-T8 region of DD 

shown before lies near the upper bound of the time scales of water near DNA (at least among 

the structures studied here). It is likely that the rigid DNA does not allow a drastic variation in 

the time scale found for the case of proteins.29  
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While it is believed that the differences in groove width and also electrostatic interaction in 

major and minor groove is the origin of grossly different time scales between the two grooves, 

we were interested to understand the origin of heterogeneity of time scales even in the same 

groove (either major or minor). As we have already seen that A5T8 of DD produces longest 

time scale, we can assume that either groove width variation or the difference in electrostatics 

of the base pairs (AT vs GC) or both may affect the time scale. However, as we will see, there 

is more to the story. 

 

3.3.3 Origin of Heterogeneity 

To investigate the origin of heterogeneity in the time scale of water in the same groove, we 

plotted MRT against different dinucleotide steps and also the position of those dinucleotide 

steps in Fig. 3.5. Figure 3.5a,b show the overall MRT against different dinucleotide steps. It is 

apparent from the figure that there is no correlation among the major groove sites. However, 

for the minor groove sites, AA, AT, TA base pairs have relatively higher MRT (slower 

relaxation) than GG, GC. It is known that AT base pairs have a stronger electrostatic effect 

compared to GC base pairs.60-61 The electrostatics will have a stronger effect in the minor 

groove due to the narrow width of the groove. Therefore, we may attribute the slower relaxation 

to the chemistry of the base pair. Next, we plotted MRT values against base pair position alone 

in Figure 3.5c,d for major and minor groove sites, respectively.  

 

Figure 3.5 Variation of MRT for major (left panels, a and c) and minor (right panels, b and d) grooves 

plotted against base pair steps (top row) and base pair position along the DNA (bottom row). 

 

From the figure, a strong and universal correlation across different chemical identity or 

topographic signatures becomes apparent based only on the position of the base pair in a DNA. 

As the position of the base pair goes toward the terminal, MRT decreases quadratically. This 

result is consistent with experiments, which showed that water around middle base pair has 
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longer relaxation time.36 NMR experiments by Leporc et al. using d(CTACTGCTTTAG)2 also 

observed that AT in the middle has longer time scale.58 We have also seen the same for our 

standardizing system, DD. However, DD contains AT group in the middle, and it has a narrow 

minor groove as well. Therefore, it was not possible to use only one DNA system to decipher 

this universal behavior. Because all three effects combined into the minor groove of A5-T8 in 

DD, the time scale obtained was highest among all the systems studied here (128.2 ps). The 

effect of the chemical nature of the base pair and position of the base pair in a DNA is, however, 

difficult to make quantitatively. 

There is one more factor that may influence the water dynamics around DNA grooves (i.e., 

topography). It is probably the major reason for the bimodality observed in the distribution 

(Figure 3.4a). A water molecule in a deep and narrow minor groove will face difficulty to 

escape to bulk compared to other water molecules surrounding it. Wider and shallower major 

groove will pose less difficulty for the water to escape. To understand how DNA structure 

influences water dynamical properties in a particular groove, we have calculated various DNA 

parameters using Curves+, a method proposed by Lavery and co-workers.59 The values (not 

shown here) indicated that major structural driving factors are groove width and depth for 

DNA. However the structural features observed for DNA do not show significant correlation 

with the observed MRT values, indicating that structural features of DNA are not the key factor 

in governing the MRT values. Topography will play a role only if the topographic difference 

(as in major and minor grooves) is significant.  

 

3.3.4 Kinetic Model for MRT around DNA 

To understand why position of the site in a DNA is the major driving factor for the heterogeneity within 

a particular (major or minor) groove, we propose a kinetic model, as shown in Figure 3.6. This model 

proposes the escape of water from DNA to bulk through different channels. From a site in the DNA in 

its first solvation shell, Ai, water can escape to the second solvation shell, Bi, with a rate constant ki12. 

The reverse process of returning from the second to the first solvation shell is also allowed with rate 

constants k-i12. The escape from the second solvation shell to bulk is considered an irreversible process 

with a rate constant ki. We also allow the movement of water along the DNA in the first and second 

solvation shells with rate constant ki,i+1 and k2i,i+1, respectively. Since there is no directional preference 

for going up or down the DNA, rate constants are taken to be equal. From the terminal base pair, At, an 

additional channel of escaping directly to bulk, denoted as P, is allowed. Therefore, this model is an 

extension of typical bound, quasi-bound, and free-states chosen for water escape. The only additional 

complexity comes from the fact that water can move along the DNA.  
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Figure 3.6 Schematic kinetic profile for water escape to bulk from DNA. Ai’s and At’s are non-terminal 

i-th base pair and terminal sites in the DNA, respectively. Bi’s correspond to site near i-th base pair in 

the second solvation shell, and P denotes bulk. ki,i+1 and k2i,i+1denote rate constants for moving along 

the DNA in the first and second solvation shell corresponding to movement from i-th to i+1-th base 

pair, respectively. ki12 and k-i12 are the rate constants for water moving from first to second solvation 

shell and backward process for the i-th base pair, respectively. ki is the rate constant for an escape to 

bulk from the second solvation shell. For simplicity, we used the same value for every base pair, thus 

five different rate constants. 

Most of the processes mentioned above have a little barrier. Water movement from the first to second 

solvation shell shows highest barrier of ~1.4 kcal/mol (see Fig. 3.1d). Therefore, all kinetic steps are 

considered to be diffusion-limited, and the rate constants are calculated based on the expression of mean 

first passage time (with zero barrier) using the following relation,62  

𝜏(𝑥) =
1

𝐷
∫ 𝑑𝑦

𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑥 ∫ 𝑑𝑧
𝑦

xmin
,     (3.6) 

Where 𝜏(𝑥) is the mean first passage time (MFPT) for water at the position 𝑥. There is a reflecting 

boundary at 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 and an absorbing boundary at 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥.  Rate constants 𝑘(𝑥) is just the inverse of MFPT, 

𝑘(𝑥) = 𝜏(𝑥)−1. Calculations of the rate constant thus require diffusion coefficients and position of the 

two boundaries.  

We calculated diffusion coefficients of water in the first and second solvation shell along the DNA and 

perpendicular to it from the local and directional VACF (see Section 3.2.4 for detail). For comparison, 

we also calculated water diffusion coefficient in the third solvation shell and bulk, as well. Figure 3.7 

shows the diffusion coefficients parallel and perpendicular to the DNA in different solvation shells in 

the major and minor grooves. The calculations are performed using major and minor groove atoms of 

eight base pairs (C3 to G10) of DD. Note that, up to the third solvation shell, the diffusion coefficient 

is much smaller compared to bulk. The bulk diffusion coefficient matches with reported values obtained 

from simulation of TIP3P model63.  The difference in the diffusion coefficient between major and minor 

grooves is also small. 
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Figure 3.7 Diffusion coefficient parallel and perpendicular to DNA at different solvation shells 

including bulk for the (a) major and (b) minor groove. dmin is the minimum distance of a water molecule 

from DNA grooves. For the major groove, the first, second and third solvation shells are taken to be 

dmin < 3.1 Å, 3.1 Å < dmin < 6 Å, and 6 Å < dmin < 10 Å, respectively. For the minor groove, the first, 

second, and third solvation shells are defined as dmin < 3.4 Å, 3.4 Å < dmin < 6.6 Å, and 6.6 Å < dmin < 

10 Å, respectively. The bulk value was calculated from a separate simulation with only water. Note that 

the difference between first and second solvation shell diffusion coefficient is small, indicating the effect 

of DNA on both the solvation shells. 

 

Table 2 provides the diffusion coefficients, boundary values, and the rate constants calculated using the 

using Eq. 3.6. Note that, while x is the position of the minimum, reflecting boundary xmin is placed at 

the position of the preceding barrier whereas absorbing boundary is at the position of the next minimum. 

Base pair separation is considered to be 3.4 Å. Therefore, taking the relative position of x at 0.0, we 

have put the reflecting boundary at -1.7 Å (half of a base pair step), while the absorbing boundary is 

placed at the center of the next base pair (3.4 Å). The separation between boundaries is larger along the 

DNA compared to the solvation shell (Table 3.2). This results in a smaller rate constant for going along 

the DNA, ki,i+1, compared to that for the escape from the first to the second solvation shell, ki12, even 

though the diffusion coefficient is smaller along the perpendicular direction. Rate constant along the 

DNA in the second solvation shell, k2i,i+1, has the same boundary except that the diffusion coefficient 

here is slightly higher, giving rise to a higher rate constant. For the same reason, the rate constant for 

second to the first solvation shell (backward reaction), k-i12, is higher than the forward one. Finally, the 

rate constant for escape from the second solvation shell to bulk, ki, is high due to again larger boundary 

separation. Note that the primary difference between minor and major grooves are in the rate constants 

for water movement between first and second solvation shell. This happens due broader solvation shell, 

which makes the boundary between two solvation shells less sharp. 

Table 3.2: Local and directional diffusion coefficients, positions of the boundaries, and the rate 

constants used in the kinetic model.  

Major groove 

D (× 10−9) (m2 s-1) xmin (Å) x(Å) xmax(Å) Rate Constants (× 1012)  (s-1) 
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1.36 -1.7 0.0 3.4 ki,i+1 0.012 

1.72 -1.7 0.0 3.4 k2i,i+1 0.015 

0.93 2.0 2.8 3.6 ki12 0.099 

1.77 4.7 3.6 2.8 k-i12 0.147 

1.77 3.2 3.6 6.0 ki 0.046 

Minor groove 

D (× 10−9) (m2s-1) xmax(Å) x(Å) xmin(Å) Rate Constants (× 1012) (s-1) 

1.10 -1.7 0.0 3.4 ki,i+1 0.010 

1.61 -1.7 0.0 3.4 k2,i,i+1 0.014 

0.96 2.0 2.8 4.8 ki12 0.027 

1.63 6.0 4.9 2.8 k-i12 0.036 

1.63 3.5 4.9 6.6 ki 0.043 

 

Using this simple kinetic model and five general rate constants, we calculated the water residence time, 

rather the time required for a water molecule to go to bulk (formation of P) starting at a particular i-th 

base pair. Figure 3.8 shows the timescale obtained from the fit to the time dependence of formation of 

P against the position of the base pair. This figure shows the similar trend of quadratic decrease from 

the middle position of the DNA towards the terminal as obtained from simulation with SSP approach 

(Fig. 3.5c, 5d). Interestingly, not only the qualitative behavior, we also find remarkable quantitative 

agreement between the values obtained for the major and minor grooves using the kinetic model and 

simulations (Fig. 3.5c and 3.5d). The highest value obtained from kinetic model for the middle of the 

minor groove is 93.3 ps while it is 92.0 ps for middle two base pairs of DD (Table 3.1) from simulation. 

For the major groove, the middle of the DNA provides 64.1 ps while we obtained 66.7 ps from the 

simulation for the middle of DNA (Table 3.1). The agreement of our kinetic model with simulation and 

experiment indicates that water diffusion pathway is not only perpendicular to DNA as assumed 

earlier27. The position dependent effect comes primarily from the diffusion of water along the DNA. 

Therefore, only five general rate constants and simple diffusion limited kinetic model can explain the 

heterogeneous behavior of water dynamics around DNA. It is, however, possible to calculate the rate 

constants for a particular base pair, which will give us the detailed effect of chemistry and topography. 

Therefore, given a particular groove structure, the primary reason for heterogeneity is the position of 

the DNA rather than either chemistry or topography, which do play a role, albeit in smaller magnitude. 

For example, an exact estimation of rate constant in the narrow region of DD (A5-T8) gives the 

timescale as 140.8 ps for the minor groove and 76.9 ps for the major groove. 
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Figure 3.8 Timescale obtained from the kinetic model for sites in the major and minor groove along 

base pair position. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

In this work, we addressed the origin of heterogeneity in the residence time of water around 

DNA base pairs using simulation and a kinetic model. In the simulation, the mean residence 

time was calculated using stable state picture approach, robustness and flexibility of which 

helped capturing the timescale in reasonable agreement with experiments. We calculated MRT 

of water around all ten different dinucleotide steps, each of which were placed randomly at 

different positions and different groove structures. This helped us to investigate the role of 

topography (groove widths and depths) and chemistry (base pair step). We showed that the 

distribution of MRT is bimodal where minor and major groove water molecules fall under 

separate distribution with little overlap. This indicates that groove structures do play a role. 

However, given a particular groove structure, the most dominating factor is the location of base 

pairs in a DNA near which the water molecule resides. Water in the middle of the DNA shows 

longest relaxation time that decreases quadratically towards the terminals. A simple kinetic 

model, where water is allowed to move along the DNA, captures not only the qualitative trend 

observed in the simulation and experiment but also agrees quantitatively. This indicates that 

the rate constants, calculated through local direction diffusion coefficients, are reasonable.   

Also, our model suggests that even in a homopolymer with same groove structure, water 

dynamics will be heterogeneous. Our kinetic model also shows that the difference in water 

timescales in major and minor groove is due to the solvation structure that affects the diffusion 

between the first two solvation shells. We believe that this work gives the water dynamic study 

around DNA a new perspective and throws some light on the governing factors and the origin 

of heterogeneity. 
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While this part of the study provides evidence that chemistry of the base pairs has lesser role 

in governing the dynamics of its surrounding solvent molecules, the question arises what 

happens when the effect of base pair chemistry is looked at by keeping different DNA base 

pairs in the middle of the DNA sequences. This has been investigated in the next chapter of the 

thesis. 
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Chapter 4 

Water Mediated Ultraslow Dynamics of Hydrated Ionic Liquids 

near CG Rich DNA: Consequence to DNA Stability 

4.1 Introduction 

Once a sole genetic information carrier agent, DNA has recently found its new uses in 

developing advanced materials1 and in molecular computing devices2, as molecular motors3 

and in hybrid catalysis4-5 with promising utility as biosensors and in asymmetric synthesis. 

Although the structure of DNA has been considered to be stable, the long-term stability of 

DNA has attracted attention with the advancement of different materials. DNA structure is 

susceptible to denaturation with the variation in temperature, pH, and ionic strength. At 

physiological pH, DNA is found to be stable in water only for a few days for its tendency to 

undergo hydrolytic reactions.6 As an alternate medium, ionic liquids (ILs) are increasingly used 

as a storage material for DNA and other biomolecules because of their low vapour pressure, 

non-toxicity, and high chemical and thermal stability.7-8 The observed long term storage ability 

of DNA in hydrated ILs9 have led to studies that unveil the interactions responsible for this 

stabilization. 

The CG base pairs are known to be more stable compared to AT base pairs in aqueous media 

not only owing to its three Hydrogen bonds compared to two in AT, but also due to the 

secondary hydrogen bonding (HB)10 and stacking interactions.11 A reversal of this trend has 

been reported by von Hippel et al. with alkyl ammonium ions, where the stability was found 

to reduce with increasing the CG content.12-13 The hydrated choline dihydrogen phosphate 

solution has also been shown to impart similar stability to AT base pairs compared to sodium 

chloride solutions through melting temperature study.14Several studies have used experimental 

and computational methods or a combination of both to unravel interactions between DNA 

base pairs and the cations of ILs15-19, where AT base pairs are found to be more stable than CG 

in the presence of IL. The enhanced stabilization of AT base pairs has been attributed to the 

preferential binding of IL cation with more electrostatic AT bases18, whereas the general 

stabilization for DNA in ILs has been ascribed to the electrostatic interactions between the 

cations and the phosphate groups of DNA19. The favourable entropic change due to the reported 

change in the hydration pattern in presence of ILs20 also has been considered to be responsible 

for the enhanced stability of DNA.21 
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The structure and dynamics of ILs in water has been the focus of several studies. Although the 

mechanisms and interactions responsible for DNA stabilization in ILs have been studied 

extensively, the dynamics of these ions around DNA has been largely ignored. The ILs are 

known to be viscous, and the diffusion coefficients are few orders of magnitude lower than 

water even at elevated temperatures.22 Therefore, the dynamics of the constituent cations is 

expected to be even slower near the negatively charged DNA.  

Here, we have focused on the dynamics of ILs through the mean residence time (MRT) of 

different IL cations near various DNA sites using all-atom molecular dynamics simulation. 

Simultaneously the MRT for water was monitored to probe the dynamical relaxation of 

biological water.23 We have used a recent and rigorous prescription of MRT calculation of 

Laage and Hynes24 which measures the time taken for a cation to escape the solvation shell of 

DNA. This method has shown to produce MRT around different DNA base pairs in close 

agreement with NMR results.25 Interestingly, we find that the dynamics of IL cations is not 

correlated with their strength of binding to the DNA. While IL cations form stronger interaction 

with AT than CG, the MRT is longer for the CG than AT. Calculations carried out with 

variation in anions showed little change in the observed pattern. DNA parameters also do not 

show the root of the cause. Our result will show that water, due to its stronger interaction with 

CG compared to AT, makes the IL dynamics also slower. We discuss how these dynamical 

behaviours can affect the binding propensity of IL cations with CG and AT base pairs, which 

is expected to have an additional unfavourable entropic contribution for CG base pairs. 

 

4.2 Computation Details 

4.2.1 System Design 

We have used all-atom molecular dynamics simulations to probe the MRT of three different 

cations in five different IL combinations around two different DNA dodecamer sequences, 5’-

CGCGCGCGCGCG-3’ and 5’-CGCGAATTCGCG-3’. These dodecamers differ only in the 

middle four base pairs; one sequence has CGCG sequence (denoted as CG-DNA hereafter) 

while the other has AATT (referred to as AT-DNA hereafter) sequence. Since MRT depends 

on the position along the DNA25, we have calculated MRT of IL and water around  the major, 

minor groove and phosphate groups of the middle four base pairs to obtain only the effect of 

the DNA sequence on the dynamics of the IL.  
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We have chosen the following five different ILs: (i) 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride 

([BMIM][Cl]), (ii) 1-butylpyridinum chloride ([BPYR][Cl]), (iii) choline chloride 

([Choline][Cl]), (iv) 1-butylpyridinium hexafluorophosphate ([BPYR][PF6]) and (v) 1-

butylpyridinium tetrafluorobromide ([BPYR][BF4]). The five ILs have three different cations, 

[BMIM]+, [BPYR]+, and [Choline]+, containing structural variations to allow us to study the 

interaction of the base pairs with a five-membered ([BMIM]+), six membered ([BPYR]+), and 

alkylammonium (Choline) cation. The choice of the ILs is governed by the variation in the 

structure of the cations. Fig. 4.1 shows the chemical structure of the IL cations used in this 

study.  

 

Figure 4.1 Chemical structures of (a) 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium cation ([BMIM]+), (b) choline 

cation and (c) 1-butylpyridinum  cation ( [BPYR]+). 

 

The solubility and stability of proteins have been previously shown in hydrated ionic 

liquids.26The composition of water and IL was taken from the study by Chandran et al.16 for 

making 50 wt% mixture. Further simulations in 25 wt% of [BIMIM][Cl] and in pure water 

were also carried out for the two DNA systems where the number of IL and water were kept 

same for both the DNAs. A simulation for the sequence 5’-ATATATATATAT-3’ was also 

done at 50 wt% [BIMIM][Cl] solution to compare the effect of the terminal residues in the 

dynamics of IL cations and water near AT base pairs. 

 

4.2.2 Simulation Details 

The DNA structures in the B-form were generated from the above sequences using the nucleic 

acid builder (NAB) program in AMBERTools27, which was also used to generate the co-

ordinate and topology files with AMBER99/parmbsc0 force field28-29. These coordinates and 

topologies were converted to GROMACS30 format using amb2gmx.pl program31. For the ionic 

liquids, the parameters were taken from the study of Sambasivarao et al.32TIP3P water model33 

was used along with the ILs to solvate the dodecamers. An additional 22 IL cations were used 

to neutralize the system. All the systems were first energy minimised using steepest descent 
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method34. This was followed by heating up to 300K using Berendsen thermostat35 with a 

coupling constant of 0.2 ps and a harmonic restraint of 250 kcal/mol/nm2 on heavy atoms of 

the DNA. The restraints were reduced sequentially to 5000 cal/mol/nm2 in seven simulations 

of 50 ps each at constant temperature of 300 K and constant pressure of 1 bar using Berendsen 

thermostat and barostat35, respectively. Finally, a 110 ns long simulation was carried out for 

each system without any restraint at 300 K temperature and 1 bar pressure using Nose-Hoover 

thermostat36-37 and Parrinello-Rahman barostat38, respectively, with a coupling constant of 0.2 

ps for each. PME electrostatics39with a 1 nm cut-off was used for the electrostatic interaction. 

Same cut-off distance was used for the van der Waals interactions, too. Leaving the first 10 ns 

simulation as equilibration, analyses were performed on the last 100 ns of the simulation to 

calculate MRT and other properties. All the simulations were carried out using GROMACS30 

molecular dynamics software. For the simulation in pure water, we carried out 1 ns 

equilibration followed by a final production run for 10 ns in NPT conditions with the same 

parameters used for other simulations. 

 

4.2.3 Mean Residence Time (MRT) Calculation 

The method for MRT calculation is discussed in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2 of the thesis. The 

other details on the MRT calculations have been discussed in Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3. Since 

DNA is not a spherical molecule, the RDF gives only a rough picture of the solvation shells. 

Therefore, in the previous chapter, proximal radial distribution function (PRDF) has been used 

to obtain information on solvation shells. However, here we intend to compare the MRT around 

AT and CG base pairs for a particular IL-water solution. We do not aim to compare the MRT 

for different ILs in this study. Since PRDF is computationally demanding, the conventional 

RDF may be sufficient in this case for the purpose of defining reactant and products. Here we 

have used the same distance cut off for a particular IL with both the DNA systems. Thus, 

although the absolute values of the MRT may depend on the specific distance cut-off, the 

relative magnitude will not depend significantly on the choice of the cut-off. The RDF and 

PMF plots obtained for the three different cations [BMIM]+, [Choline]+ and [BPYR]+ near 

major groove atoms of the DNA systems are shown in Fig. 4.2. Reactant is defined to be the 

smallest distance below which the first prominent RDF peak is observed with a corresponding 

stable minimum observed in the PMF. Product is the distance above which there is no chance 

of recrossing, far away from the minima where PMF flattens out. The numerical values for the 

cut-off distances for all the different sites are given in Table 4.1. To define the product state, 

we consider the IL cation to be far away from the whole DNA instead of only the DNA site. 
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This way, the movement along the DNA still contributes to the overall MRT. Absorbing 

boundary conditions were used for the product state to prevent re-reaction (product to reactant 

conversion) as was prescribed40 and used earlier25, 40. The vertical dashed line in Fig. 4.2 

denotes the reactant and product for different ionic liquids around phosphate groups.  

 

Figure 4.2 The RDF (top panel) and PMF (bottom panel) plots for major groove atoms of the DNAs 

with [BMIM]+ (a and d), [choline]+ (b and e) and [BPYR]+ (c and f), respectively. 

 

Table 4.1 The distance cut-off taken for calculation of MRTs of IL cations. 

 

IL solution 

Reactant state cut-off (nm) Product state cut-off (nm) 

Major Minor Phosphate Major Minor Phosphate 

[BMIM][Cl] 1.32 1.20 0.97 2 1.65 1.7 

[Choline][Cl] 1.20 1.06 1.17 2.05 1.9 1.8 

[BPYR][Cl]/ 

[BPYR][PF6]/[BPYR][BF4] 

1.33 1.10 0.67 2 2 1.55 

 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Mean Residence Time of Cations around DNA. 

The exponential function for the IL cations has a very similar pattern as shown in Fig. 3.3 in 

Chapter 3. Unlike the case of water, the correlation function here takes a much longer time to 

decay. Here also the correlation function can be fitted with a biexponential function as the 

following: 

C(t) = C1e−t τ1⁄ + C2e−t τ2⁄ ,    (4.1) 
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Here C1 and C2 are the amplitudes of time constants 𝜏1 and 𝜏2, respectively. Similar to the 

case in Chapter 3, here also 𝜏1 is taken to be the faster, and 𝜏2 is taken to be the slower time 

scale by convention. The overall MRT values are obtained using the following relation: 

τ =
C1τ1+C2τ2

C1+C2
,      (4.2) 

The MRT values obtained for different IL cations are shown in Table 4.2. The values of C1, 

C2, 𝜏1 , 𝜏2 and the fitting parameter are given in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.2 Mean residence time of IL cations around different sites of AT-DNA and CG-DNA. 

 Cation MRTs (ns) 

Major groove Minor groove Phosphate 

Ionic liquids AATT CGCG AATT CGCG AATT CGCG 

[BIMIM][Cl] 6.8 77.0 8.2 50.9 7.2 25.3 

[Choline][Cl] 17. 9 2.3×104 20.2 2.0×104 13.4 20.8 

[BPYR][Cl] 4.9 79. 9 6.2 99.2 5.7 61.3 

[BPYR][PF6] 3. 5 8.1 4.1 11.1 3.6 8.1 

[BPYR][BF4] 3.7 7.1 4.4 9.7 4.4 9.2 

 

Table 4.3 The coefficients, time scales and the fitting parameters for MRT calculation of IL cations. 

IL solution DNA Site C1 (%) 𝝉𝟏 (ns) C2 (%) 𝝉𝟐 (ns) Correlation 

coefficient 

χ2 

 

 

 

[BMIM][Cl] 

 

AATT 

Maj 91.2 1.79 8.8 59.06 0.99 3.57 

Min 88.3 1.67 11.7 57.5 0.99 5.02 

Phs 90.2 1.37 9.8 60.35 0.99 3.25 

 

CGCG 

Maj 85.2 10.16 14.8 463.23 0.99 7.99 

Min 79.3 9.8 20.7 207.82 0.99 2.24 

Phs 73.8 7.09 26.2 76.69 0.99 1.12 

 

 

 

[Choline][Cl] 

 

AATT 

Maj 22.6 2.49 77.4 22.34 0.99 0.89 

Min 12.1 2.06 87.9 22.74 0.99 1.97 

Phs 40.9 1.17 59.1 21.92 0.99 0.47 

 

CGCG 

Maj 85.1 15.32 14.9 1.56×105 0.99 27.19 

Min 81.8 16.14 18.2 1.1×105 0.99 34.52 

Phs 75 7.87 25 59.58 0.99 2.8 

  Maj 89.9 3.16 10.1 20.22 0.99 1.37 
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[BPYR][Cl] 

AATT Min 90.3 3.89 9.7 27.43 0.99 6.84 

Phs 86 2.65 14 24.1 0.99 1.23 

 

CGCG 

Maj 82 7.77 18 407.48 0.99 6.83 

Min 72.3 9.36 27.7 333.46 0.99 11.42 

Phs 79.9 5.76 20.1 282.83 0.99 2.99 

 

 

 

[BPYR][PF6] 

 

AATT 

Maj 82.6 2.28 17.4 9.1 0.99 0.97 

Min 83.8 2.83 16.2 10.76 0.99 3.77 

Phs 80.9 1.89 19.1 11.04 0.99 0.9 

 

CGCG 

Maj 86.9 4.04 13.1 35.18 0.99 4.35 

Min 82.3 5.00 17.7 39.29 0.99 5.87 

Phs 76.6 2.58 23.4 26.28 0.99 3.06 

 

 

 

 

[BPYR ][BF4] 

 

AATT 

Maj 88.6 2.21 11.4 15.33 0.99 0.54 

Min 86.6 2.52 13.4 16.77 0.99 4.41 

Phs 82.7 1.91 17.3 16.06 0.99 1.59 

 

CGCG 

Maj 83.1 3.58 16.9 24.26 0.99 5.28 

Min 79.1 4.69 20.9 28.73 0.99 7.59 

Phs 77 2.47 23 31.93 0.99 6.78 

 

Table 4.2 shows that MRT of IL cations are generally very high, in nanoseconds, owing 

probably to the strong electrostatic attraction between the negatively charged DNA and 

positively charged cations. Most of the correlation functions did not decay to zero. However, 

the bi-exponential fit of the correlation function provides a good measure of the MRT. The 

inclusion of polarizability in the force-field parameters for ILs can also influence the ILs’ 

properties and the MRT values. Tsuzuki et al.41 showed that the diffusion coefficients of IL 

solutions obtained from simulations can be an order of magnitude different compared to 

experimental values, although the experimental trend remained similar to the simulation 

results. Similarly in our calculations, the qualitative feature mentioned below is quite evident 

and is the focus of the present study. Table 4.2 indicates that the MRT values are always 

significantly higher for the CG-DNA compared to the AT-DNA for every IL and all the sites 

(major groove, minor groove, and phosphate group) studied here. Choline cations have the 

largest MRT out of the three cations considered in the study. MRT values become shorter for 

both the dodecamers when the anion is varied from a smaller Cl- to larger PF6
−or BF4

− anions. 

The reduction is much higher for the CG-DNA compared to the AT-DNA. The MRT values 

were still found to be higher for CG-DNA compared to AT-DNA. The values were found to be 

similar with PF6
− and BF4

− indicating that the higher charge density of Cl- ion may make the 

solution more viscous, resulting in slower dynamics of IL cations. Therefore, we will be 
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focusing only on the solutions where Cl- is used as the anion, where we find a significant 

difference in the MRT values for AT and CG-DNA. 

Our observation of a longer MRT near CG-DNA is supported by the NMR study of Portella et 

al.17 where the MRT values have been determined using NMR technique for the cations within 

close contact of base protons. It was found that the major groove of DNA sequence 

GCGGGGCCCCGC has higher MRT values compared to sequences having higher AT content. 

Also, the MRT values have been reported to be longer in the minor groove compared to major 

groove. However, the timescale obtained from this experiment is much less compared to the 

present calculation due to the difference in the definition of the residence criteria. While 

experimental probe detect the MRT within 0.4 nm17, here we probed for a complete removal 

of the IL cations or water from the DNA site. 

Since our calculation probes into complete escape of the cation from the DNA sites, the values 

obtained here are much larger compared to the above where only the contact with DNA protons 

were probed. Interestingly, the qualitative trend is still preserved. To get an estimate of the 

error associated with the calculated MRT values, we have done error analysis using the AT-

DNA in [BPYR][BF4]solution as a representative one. We could not calculate the error in all 

the values because of the associated high computational cost. To estimate the error in the MRT 

values, the 100 ns simulation with [BPYR][BF4] was divided into two 50ns segments and the 

C(t) was calculated for 25 ns. The reason for choosing [BPYR][BF4] solution comes from the 

fact that in this case, the correlation function decays rapidly for the IL cation and hence in 25 

ns, the C(t) can be expected to reach close to zero. Fitting the data with a bi-exponential 

function, the timescales have been calculated from which we have calculated the error as the 

standard deviation (S.D.) of MRT values using Eq. 4.3.  

S.D.= √((τ100ns − τ50ns
1 )2 + (τ100ns − τ50ns

2 )2)/2,   (4.3) 

The errors associated with the MRT values are given in Table 4.4. The error associated with 

the MRT values of water present in the same solution are also given in Table 4.4. The values 

in the table show that the error associated with the MRT values are small for all cases. 

 

Table 4.4 The timescales with different segment of trajectory and the error associated with the MRT 

values of [BPYR]+  and water. 

Solvent Site MRT (ns) from 

100ns (𝜏100𝑛𝑠) 

MRT (ns) from first 

50ns (𝜏50𝑛𝑠
1 ) 

MRT (ns) from last 

50ns (𝜏50𝑛𝑠
1 ) 

S. D. (ns) 

 Maj 3.7 3.77 3.71 0.05 
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[BPYR]+ Min 4.43 4.91 4.69 0.38 

Phs 4.36 4.65 4.49 0.22 

Water Maj 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.003 

Phs 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.008 

 

 

4.3.2 Probing the Higher MRT Values near CG Base Pairs. 

To understand the reason for higher MRT values near CG base pairs, the first and obvious thing 

to look for is the strength of interaction between IL cations and the DNA base pairs. Therefore, 

we have calculated both the van der Waals (vdW) and Coulombic interaction energies of the 

cations with the DNA sites consisting of either major groove atoms or minor groove atoms or 

phosphate atoms of the middle four base pairs. Fig. 4.3 shows the energies obtained for the two 

dodecamer systems studied here. From the figure, we see that AT interact strongly (lower 

energy) with DNA than CG in general. In some of the cases, both AT and CG show similar 

interaction. The stronger interactions in the minor grooves of AT base pairs have been reported 

previously17-18.Among different sites of the DNA, interactions with IL cations are strongest 

with the negatively charged phosphate groups, as expected. Since the interaction is stronger 

with AT rather than CG, the heuristic explanation of the stronger binding for a higher MRT 

does not apply. 

 

Figure 4.3 The interaction energies between [BMIM]+, [choline]+ and [BPYR]+ with major groove (left 

panel), minor groove (middle panel) and phosphate group (right panel) atoms of the middle four base 

pairs of the two DNA systems considered. Red lines indicate the interaction with CG-DNA while black 

line indicates the interaction energies with AT-DNA. 

To probe whether the DNA topography is responsible for the non-intuitive behaviour 

mentioned above, we have calculated DNA parameters for the two dodecamer systems in 
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different IL solutions using Curves+, a method proposed by Lavery and co-workers.42 We 

looked at various DNA parameters such as groove width, groove depth, rise, roll, slide, shift, 

tilt and twist which might govern the dynamics of the ILs. The values (not shown here) 

indicated that although there are variations in the DNA parameters for the two dodecamers, 

there is no consistent alteration in the values that can give rise to slower dynamics near CG-

DNA in all the ILs considered. Therefore, the dynamical pattern near CG-base pairs is unlikely 

to originate from the topographical variation of the two DNAs. 

 

4.3.3 Water MRT near different sites 

We then investigated the MRT of water for these IL-water solutions of dodecamers. First, we 

calculated the RDF of water and obtained the PMF to define the stable reactant and product 

states. The RDF and PMF profiles for water near the major groove in different IL solutions are 

shown in Fig. 4.4. A similar plot is obtained for water near phosphate atoms. The minor grooves 

of the dodecamers do not show distinguishable peaks in water RDF, may be because these sites 

are not accessible to water due to higher occupancy by IL cations. Hence, we only calculated 

the water MRT near major groove and the phosphate groups. 

 

Figure 4.4 The RDF (top panel) and PMF (bottom panel) plots for major groove atoms of the DNAs 

with water oxygen in [BIMIM][Cl] solution (a and d), [Choline][Cl] solution (b and e) and [BPYR][Cl] 

solution (c and f), respectively.  

We have tabulated the MRT values of water around major groove and phosphate groups of the 

middle four base pairs of the two dodecamers in Table 4.5. The different values of C1, C2, 𝜏1 , 

𝜏2 are given in Table 4.6. Note that, the values obtained here are higher compared to our 

previous study25 which is discussed in Chapter 3 involving only water, where the largest value 

obtained was 0.064 ns for the major groove site. Here, the smallest value for the major groove 
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is itself 0.19 ns. This may be due to two reasons: (i) IL prevents the escape of water, or (ii) the 

RDF and hence the cut-off values are larger due to partial blockage of the sites by IL cations. 

Therefore, the water MRT may be affected both directly and indirectly by the ILs. 

Water MRT also differs between AT and CG DNA in presence of IL cations. The MRT values 

of water are remarkably higher near CG-rich DNA compared to the AT-rich DNA in all the IL 

solutions. The energy calculations between water and DNA sites reveal now an opposite trend 

as was observed in case of the IL cations. Fig. 4.5 shows the energy from both vdW and 

Coulombic interaction between water and the major groove and phosphate group atoms. Here, 

water seems to interact much strongly with CG-rich DNA compared to AT-rich DNA. The 

interaction energy between water and the major groove atoms of the two dodecamer seem to 

be close, though. 

Table 4.5 Water MRT values in different IL solutions. 

 Water MRTs (ns) 

Major groove Phosphate 

IL solution AATT CGCG AATT CGCG 

[BIMIM][Cl] 0.22 1.56 0.12 0.83 

[Choline][Cl] 0.34 1.58 0.18 0.77 

[BPYR][Cl] 0.23 1.14 0.14 0.64 

[BPYR][PF6] 0.19 0.46 0.11 0.29 

[BPYR][BF4] 0.27 0.59 0.18 0.35 

 

Table 4.6 The MRT calculation results for water in different IL solutions. Sites containing major groove 

atoms and the phosphate atoms are denoted as Maj, Phs, respectively. 

IL solution DNA Site C1 (%) 𝜏1 (ns) C2 (%) 𝜏2 (ns) Correlation 

coefficient 

χ2 

 

 

[BMIM][Cl] 

 

AATT 

Maj 89.3 0.15 10.7 0.84 0.99 0.06 

Phs 91.8 0.08 8.2 0.57 0.99 0.06 

 

CGCG 

Maj 88.4 0.91 11.6 6.55 0.99 0.19 

Phs 23.3 2.15 76.7 0.42 0.99 0.31 

 

 

[Choline][Cl] 

 

AATT 

Maj 82.0 0.21 18 0.83 0.99 0.08 

Phs 21.6 0.54 78.4 0.08 0.99 0.19 

 Maj 95.1 0.91 4.9 14.74 0.99 0.23 
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CGCG Phs 75.9 0.42 24.14 1.89 0.99 0.28 

 

 

[BPYR][Cl] 

 

AATT 

Maj 86.8 0.16 13.2 0.71 0.99 0.04 

Phs 84.5 0.08 15.5 0.47 0.99 0.09 

 

CGCG 

Maj 88.5 0.77 11.5 3.96 0.99 0.25 

Phs 80.3 0.36 19.7 1.79 0.99 0.21 

 

 

[BPYR][PF6] 

 

AATT 

Maj 92.1 0.14 7.9 0.73 0.99 0.05 

Phs 84.1 0.06 15.9 0.35 0.99 0.07 

 

CGCG 

Maj 100 0.46 0 0 0.99 1.84 

Phs 80.1 0.18 19.9 0.73 0.99 0.09 

 

[BPYR][BF4] 

 

AATT 

Maj 93.6 0.15 6.4 2.06 0.99 0.16 

Phs 92.4 0.08 7.6 1.4 0.99 0.37 

 

CGCG 

Maj 92.6 0.42 7.4 2.69 0.99 0.21 

Phs 87.9 0.21 12.1 1.33 0.99 0.21 

 

 

Figure 4.5 The interaction energies of water with major groove (left panel) and with phosphate group 

(right panel) atoms of the middle four base pairs in [BIMIM][Cl] solution, [Choline][Cl] solution and 

[BPYR][Cl] solution for the two DNA systems considered. 

Therefore, although the longer MRTs of water near the CG base pairs could be attributed to 

the stronger interactions, the reason for longer MRT of IL cations is still not apparent from the 

above observations. To further understand the differing dynamic behaviour of water and IL 

observed around DNA base pairs, we have calculated the number of water molecules within 1 

nm radius from different sites of DNA. The values are shown in Table 4.7. Interestingly, we 

find that the number of water molecules is always higher near CG-rich DNA, indicating a more 

crowded environment around CG base pairs. This crowding was further verified by calculating 

the average volume of the simulation box. We find that, although the number of water and IL 
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molecules are same for AT and CG-DNA systems, the box size is smaller for CG-DNA, 

reflected in the augmented density around CG compared to AT-rich DNA in IL solution. 

Table 4.7 The number of water near different DNA sites and the simulation box volumes for the two 

dodecamer systems in different IL solutions. 

IL solution Water near major 

groove 

Water near minor 

groove 

Water near phosphate 

groups 

Box volume (nm3) 

AATT CGCG AATT CGCG AATT CGCG AATT CGCG 

[BIMIM][Cl] 131 174 107 164 282 357 424 354 

[Choline][Cl] 127 158 106 151 284 357 415 351 

[BPYR][Cl] 134 176 117 168 283 364 420 350 

[BPYR][PF6] 154 212 133 204 329 446 361 299 

[BPYR][BF4] 140 201 122 188 296 409 391 331 

 

Above results indicate the possible origin of slower dynamics of water and IL cations near GC 

base pairs. Due to higher density and more crowding, IL cations also get trapped near CG base 

pairs. Therefore, the slower dynamics of the water also slows down the dynamics of the IL 

cations. On the other hand, water molecules near AT base pairs are faster. Therefore, IL cations 

face lesser obstruction and show faster dynamics near AT base pairs despite having stronger 

interaction. Therefore, the origin of the dynamical behaviour of IL cations around DNA does 

not lie from the interaction with DNA; the dynamical behaviour of water modulates the 

dynamics of IL cations. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

The correlation between relaxation times of glassy systems and the configurational entropy 

(Sconf) has been known for a long time43-44. A liquid with slower dynamics may sample fewer 

configurations compared to a liquid with faster dynamics since some of the configurations will 

be inaccessible for a slow moving molecule. Consequently, the slower liquid will have lower 

value of Sconf. The diffusivity and the configurational entropy have been shown to have close 

correspondence at different temperature ranges, which is known as Adam-Gibbs relation that 

connects the dynamics of the medium with its entropy.45,46 Here, we bring this connection to 
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indicate how the difference in dynamics can impact solvation shell thermodynamics of the ILs. 

In the present study, we find the dynamics of IL cations to be significantly slower near CG-

rich DNA. Therefore, the slower cations near CG rich segments could be in an entropically 

unfavourable state compared to those near AT base pairs. Moreover, the cations near CG base 

pairs remain in a denser environment. This will also make fewer configurations available for 

an IL cation near CG base pair compared to IL cation near AT base pairs. Previously, the minor 

groove of DNA with longer MRT values for water has been quantitatively shown to have lower 

entropy of water compared to the major groove.47We believe that the notable difference in the 

dynamics of IL and the different density environment of water molecules near AT and CG base 

pairs will contribute to the thermodynamics of IL cations binding with DNA. The IL cations 

near CG base pairs not only possess weaker enthalpic interaction due to their poor affinity 

towards IL cations, they also have lower entropic stabilization, resulting in an overall weak 

binding free energy. AT base pairs, on the other hand have the advantage of both enthalpy and 

entropic contributions for binding with IL cations. 

Since water causes the slowdown of ionic liquids around CG, and conversely enhance the 

dynamics around AT, at higher concentration of IL, the effect of water will be smaller. Since 

ILs are known to have slower diffusion, at a very low water concentration, the dynamics near 

both AT and CG base pairs will be very slow. Therefore, we suggest that the entropic 

destabilization of CG-rich DNA will be insignificant and only the interaction energy of IL and 

DNA will possibly govern the stability. We could not probe the dynamics at low water 

concentrations due to extremely slow dynamics for which a significantly longer simulation and 

analysis will be required. 

4.5 Conclusion 

We have probed the dynamical behaviour of IL cations and water in hydrated IL systems near 

DNA with different AT and CG contents. We employed the stable state picture (SSP) approach 

for calculating the MRT values near major and minor groove and phosphate group atoms. We 

find that for the five different ILs considered in the study, mean residence time is always longer 

near CG-base pair sites compared to AT-base pairs. Similar behaviour was observed for water 

molecules also with MRTs near CG-base pair being higher compared to AT-base pairs, 

however, for different reasons. Our previous study25 showed the MRT values in aqueous 

solution near different sites of DNA is mainly influenced by the position of the base pair with 

little dependence on the type of base step. Contrary to that finding, here the MRT values 
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obtained are significantly different for different kinds of base pairs kept at the same position. 

This observation indicates that in the hydrated IL solutions, chemical nature of different base 

pairs have a more significant role in altering the dynamics of the solvents. Our calculations 

indicated that although the IL cations interact weakly with CG base pairs compared to AT, 

water has much stronger interaction with CG-base pairs in the presence of ILs. Also, the 

reduction in simulation box volume for CG-DNA indicated the presence of a denser and 

crowded environment for this DNA. The pattern was found similar at different IL 

concentrations as well as in pure water. Due to the stronger interaction with CG base pairs, 

water has slower dynamics. This slow dynamics also influences the dynamics of IL. The slower 

dynamics also indicate lower entropy. Therefore, we have argued that both enthalpy and 

entropy disfavour binding of IL cations to CG and favour binding to AT. However, at a high 

concentration, enthalpy probably dominates the binding. The exact extent of entropic 

contribution in the stability of DNA can only be measured by the quantitative measurement, 

which will involve a separate rigorous future study. Overall our findings points to the fact that 

the measurements of dynamical quantities should also be considered to determine the efficacies 

of a new IL-based material for DNA storage. 
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Chapter 5 

Effect of Ions on Individual Water Entropy 

5.1 Introduction 

The studies discussed so far in the thesis have focused on the dynamics of water in the 

solvation shell. The different dynamic and structural aspects of water are often responsible for 

the thermodynamic properties of water, which will be the focus of this chapter.  

Water in the environment is rarely found in absolutely pure form. The presence of 

different solutes affects the structure and properties of water in its vicinity differently1. For 

example, the presence of various ions makes the sea water participate in corrosion processes2, 

whereas the ions in cellular water affect the stability of nucleic acids3 and proteins4. Naturally, 

the hydration shell of ions has been subjected to numerous experimental and theoretical studies, 

especially due to the unique properties exhibited by various ions. The structure maker and 

breaker properties of ions5 have been manifested in the viscosity of different ionic solutions. 6 

Different ions also have been found to have different propensity to precipitate proteins in 

aqueous solutions leading to the Hofmeister’s empirical classification. 3-4 The various 

properties are often considered to originate from the manner in which ions modulate the 

thermodynamics of its hydration water. Here we focus our study on the entropy of solvation 

shell water around ions, one at a time. 

Entropy of water has been shown to be important in biologically relevant processes 

such as molecular recognition7-8 and hydrophobic interactions9-10.Therefore, several methods 

have been proposed for evaluating the entropic contribution of water from solvation dynamics. 

As discussed in Section 1.2.2 in Chapter 1, some of the tools used for evaluating 

thermodynamic properties of hydration water such as WaterMap11-12, STOW13, GIST14-15 

implement Inhomogeneous Solvation Theory (IST) 16-19, where solute-water pair correlation is 

used to estimate solvation entropy. Other methods such as 3D-RISM20, SZMAP21, GCT22, 2PT 

decomposition method23, etc. employ different statistical mechanical approaches. In spite of 

these developments, the systematic use of these methods has been hampered due to limited 

accuracy in some cases, the reasons for which has been discussed by Velez-Vega, et al.24The 

other method have used Potential Distribution Theorem (PDT) to obtain the excess chemical 

potential from which, hydration enthalpy and entropy can be calculated.25 Most of these 
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methods are not designed to probe the water molecule at single particle level at a particular 

distance from the solute. 

Here we apply the method for calculating individual water entropy, previously reported 

by our group26 on the hydration shell of ions. Although we showed in the previous study26 that 

our method captures the right trend in the hydrophobic crossover and a quantitative similarity 

with solvation entropy around methane, we did not perform an exhaustive comparison with 

experiment on other systems. We chose ionic solutions because of their variability in terms of 

size, charge, and interaction, while being simple enough to be tractable computationally. In 

addition, several aspects of ionic solutions are believed to originate from how the solvation 

shell water is modulated by ions.  The structure maker tag for highly charged ions has been 

given to those which cause strong electrostatic ordering of nearby water molecules, reducing 

H-bonds among water molecules. 27 The extent to which these structural modifications happen 

in the solvation shell have inspired several studies, 28-31 none, however, with the entropic 

aspects of water. Dynamical aspects of water around ions also generated huge interest. 

Stirnemann, et al.32 showed and subsequently explained using an extended jump model that 

while some ions tend to slow down the water near it, some other ions accelerate water next to 

it. The above studies thus provokes to ask how different ions modulate the entropic behavior 

of ions, which will also enlighten about the possible entropy behavior of water around various 

charged amino acids that act as a target in drug design studies. 

In this study, we have calculated translational and rotational entropy of individual water 

molecules as a function of distance from different monovalent and divalent cations and anions. 

The accumulated change in the total entropy of water around an ion has been compared with 

experiment to establish the reliability of the method for both polarizable and non-polarizable 

force fields. We also measure the entropy change contributions from different solvation shells. 

Our study reveals distinct manner in which cations and anions modulate water entropy. The 

entropic behavior has been compared with structural properties of water around ions to 

establish the extent of impact ions have on properties of water. The results have been compared 

to several phenomena observed for water in case of ionic solutions and also for charged 

residues in water. 
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5.2 Methods and Simulation Details 

5.2.1 System Set-up 

For the calculation of entropy and structural properties of solvation shell water, we have 

used infinitely dilute ion concentration where one cation and one anion were solvated by 2000 

water molecules. A distance restrain was put on the cation and anion so that ion pairs cannot 

form allowing us to calculate the water entropy in the solvation shell of individual ions 

independently. For cations, we have taken Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+, Mg2+, Ca2+ and Zn2+ with 

keeping the anion as Cl- for all the systems. For anions, we have taken F-, Cl-, Br-, I-, ClO4- and 

SO4
2- with the cation as Na+ for all these systems.  We have used polarizable models based on 

classical Drude oscillators for ions reported by Yu, et al.33 except for ClO4- and SO4
2- whose 

parameters were obtained from Refs. 34 and 35, respectively. Polarizable SWM4-NDP water 

mode36 was used for better depiction of the overall systems. We have compared the result with 

non-polarizable models of a few ions (Na+, Cs+, Mg2+, Cl-, I-) with Amber99 force field37-38 

solvated by TIP4P39 water model. 

 

5.2.2 Simulation Details 

All the simulations were carried out using GROMACS40 software package. The ion-

water systems were taken in a cubic box. Energy minimization were carried out using steepest 

descent method41 followed by heating up to 298 K using Berendsen thermostat42 with a 

coupling constant of 0.2 ps. The final equilibration was carried out for 2 ns at a constant 

temperature of 298 K and constant pressure of 1 bar using Nose-Hoover thermostat43-44 and 

Parrinello-Rahman barostat45, respectively with a coupling constant of 0.2 ps for each. 

Electrostatic interactions were treated using PME electrostatics46 with 10 Å cut-off. Van der 

Waals cut-off was set to 10 Å. Choosing the average volume from the NPT equilibration 

mentioned above, a final molecular dynamics run under NVT condition for 50 ns was carried 

out for all the ion-water systems with all other parameters similar to the equilibration step. 

Distance restraint between the cation and anion was maintained throughout all the steps. 

 

5.2.3 Method for Entropy and H-bond calculation 

The method for single water translational and rotational entropy calculation has been 

discussed in Section 2.3 in Chapter 2. For studying the structural properties of water, the 
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average H-bonds per water have been calculated for permuted water molecules. Using the 

widely accepted convention47 for H-bonding, two water molecules are considered to be forming 

H-bond if the distance between donor and acceptor is less than 3.5 Å and the donor-hydrogen-

acceptor angle is less than 30°. For the H-bonding behavior around cations, only water-water 

H-bonding has been considered and for the case of anions, we have considered the interaction 

of ion with the hydrogen of water molecules in addition to the water-water H-bonding. 

 

5.3 Results and Discussions 

We begin our discussion with the translational and rotational entropy of individual 

water molecules in the solvation shell of ions. We will come back to the discussion of different 

solvation shells on the effect of entropy and water structure, thereafter. 

 

5.3.1 Entropy Variation with Distance from the Ions 

The translational (T∆Strans.) and rotational entropy (T∆Srot.) of individual water 

molecules around various ions is shown in Fig. 5.1 as a function of its distance from the 

respective ion. The 50 ns simulation employed here provides converged entropy values as 

shown in Fig. 5.2 for few water molecules around Cl- as a representative ion. Entropy variation 

around water as a solute in a pure water system is shown in Fig. 5.3 for comparison. In Fig. 

5.3, all the water molecules beyond 4 Å from the central water molecule are found, as expected, 

to be very similar. The average entropy for all these water molecules is taken to be the bulk 

water entropy. For the polarizable model, translational bulk entropy value is found to be 5.67 

kcal/mol, while rotational bulk entropy is estimated to be -0.035 kcal/mol. Entropy estimates 

presented here are multiplied by 298 K to get the unit of free energy. The bulk entropy is 

subtracted from all the absolute entropy obtained for all other systems shown in Fig. 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 The deviation in translational entropy (top panel) and rotational entropy (bottom panel) from 

bulk value for monovalent cations (a and d), divalent cations (b and e), and anions (c and f). Entropy 

change is multiplied by the temperature 298K. The color code used in top and bottom panel represents 

same ions. Note, that scales of abscissa are same between top and bottom panels for each figure while 

ordinates are different in different figures. 

 

Figure 5.2 Convergence plot for (a) translational entropy and (b) rotational entropy value for four 

different water molecules around Cl- ion. 
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Figure 5.3 Variation of (a) translational entropy and (b) rotational entropy with distance for water 

around a certain water molecule. The bulk water value has been taken to be the average value at longer 

distance which has been shown by dashed line. 

For all systems, the entropy of the water closest to the ion is the lowest. With increasing 

distance, entropy increases. Beyond a certain distance, entropy deviation from bulk value 

reaches zero, as expected. This result allows us not only to quantitatively predict the range 

within which ions impact water entropy; it shows the strength of the impact and number of 

water molecules that gets affected, as well. Figure 5.1(a) compares of the entropy variation for 

monovalent cations of different sizes, while Fig. 5.1(b) and 5.1(c) do the same for divalent 

cations and anions, respectively. Water molecules around the smallest cation Li+ have the 

lowest entropy, followed by an increase in entropy for Na+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+, respectively, 

according to the increase in size. For Cs+, which has a large hydrophobic surface affinity48, a 

slight increase than bulk entropy is observed before the entropy reaches the bulk value. Closest 

set of water molecules around divalent cations loses more entropy than that around the 

monovalent cations. The increase in entropy with distance is steeper for divalent cations than 

the monovalent ones. Translational entropy behaves similarly for monovalent cations and 

anions. It is interesting to observe that anions decrease more rotational entropy than cations 

(compare F- and Li+). The divalent anions studied here are much bigger in size and induce a 

similar decrease in translational and rotational entropy as monovalent cations. 

Before we go to further discussion, we need to show how reliable our estimations are. The 

entropy loss of individual water molecules around a particular ion is currently beyond the reach 

of experimental methods. Hence, we have estimated the total change in the water entropy from 

the translational and rotational entropy contributions of individual water molecules around each 

ion. Figure 5.4 shows the comparison between the total entropy change calculated as mentioned 

above with experimentally reported values49 for both polarizable and non-polarizable force 
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fields. From the figure, we see that our calculated values correlate extremely well (correlation 

coefficient 0.97 and 0.98 for the two types of force fields respectively) with the experimental 

values. We also find our calculated values to be very similar to the entropic contribution to the 

hydration free energy of different ions calculated by Floriánet, et al.50 using Langevin dipole 

model. While the comparison validates our method and result, it also indicates that the origin 

of the total entropy change is due to varying contributions of water molecules lying at different 

separations from the ions. The agreement for both polarizable and non-polarizable force field 

thus bolsters confidence on the methods adopted by us for entropy calculation and asserts the 

applicability of the method for various models and force fields. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Comparison of experimental49 and calculated entropy values for different ions at 

298K. R is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. 

The excellent correlation with previous reports implies that we can now obtain experimental 

values of the individual water entropy with just a constant difference from the theoretically 

calculated values. The method provides us with a powerful tool to have access of 

thermodynamics at the molecular level and as a function of distance from a solute. 

 

5.3.2 Water Entropy in Different Solvation Shells 

Since we have established the accuracy of our method, we can now discuss the entropy 

changes in different solvation shells of various ions. For this, we have calculated the radial 

distribution function (RDF) of water oxygen atoms around different ions and show the entropy 

change for individual water in Fig. 5.5 along with the total (translational + rotational) entropy 

change for all systems. 
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Figure 5.5 (Upper panel) Radial distribution function (RDF) plots between (a) monovalent cations-

water oxygen, (b) divalent cations-water oxygen, (c) anions-water oxygen.  (Lower panel) Single water 

entropy values for (d) monovalent cations, (e) divalent cations and (e) anions as a function of distance 

from the ion. Rest of the detail is same as Fig. 5.1. 

Conventionally, RDF defines the regions of the solvation shells (first peak corresponding to 

the first solvation shell, second peak for the second solvation shell, etc.). The present approach, 

however, allows us to identify average positions of each molecule belonging within and even 

between the solvation shells. Note that for highly charged ions, there is a distinction between 

the first solvation shell and the second as can be seen from Fig. 5.5(e) where we see a gap 

between the closest six water and the rest. On the other hand, for ions larger than K+ and anions 

in general, the solvation shells are more diffused due to their lower charge densities, and we 

see continuous presence of water with increasing entropy value. The pronounced second 

solvation shell was also observed around smaller singly charged and all doubly charged cations 

from the AIMD simulation study of Ding, et al.51 The entropy reduction of the first solvation 

shell water molecules near monovalent cations is almost half compared to that around divalent 

cations. Therefore, both the size and the charge affect the entropy, indicating charge density 

shown in Table 5.1, to be a relevant parameter to compare the entropy reduction of water.  
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Table 5.1 The surface charge density for the spherical ions considered in this study. 

Cation Surface Charge density (Å-2) Anion Surface Charge density (Å-2) 

Li+ 0.138 F- -0.045 

Na+ 0.076 Cl- -0.024 

K+ 0.042 Br- -0.021 

Rb+ 0.034 I- -0.016 

Cs+ 0.028   

Mg2+ 0.307   

Ca2+ 0.159   

Zn2+ 0.291   

 

However, charge density alone cannot explain the difference in the effect on water by cations 

and anions. Water molecules in the first solvation shell of F- loose more entropy compared to 

Na+ or even Li+ that have higher charge density than F-. The reason may lie in the capacity of 

the anions to form H-bond with water and thus have a greater effect in the rotational entropy 

as mentioned above. The entropy of individual water near halide ions correlates with the 

dynamical pattern of halide-water hydrogen bonds. H-bond is found to be strongest between 

water and F- followed by Cl-, Br-, and I- with all of them having a slower H-bond dynamics 

compared to the water-water H-bond.52 Our calculations also show lower entropy values 

around these halides ions compared to that around bulk water. 

Since the RDF gives the knowledge of different solvation shells, we can now probe the 

contribution of different solvation shells towards the total entropy change of water around a 

particular solute. Hence, the number of water in different solvation shells and their 

contributions towards the total entropy change in first two solvation shells are shown in Table 

5.2. From the table, we see that the major contribution to the total entropy reduction around a 

solute come from the water in the first hydration shell. This pattern is in agreement with results 

of Beck25 where the local electrostatic contribution has been found to vary with ion size, 

whereas the far-field electrostatic contributions remained similar for different ions, indicating 

the major contribution of first solvation shell. The second hydration shell, however, also has 

approximately 20% contribution across all ions, albeit with a larger number of water molecules. 

Therefore, while an individual water molecule in the first solvation shell contributes to more 

than 10% to the total entropy loss, a water molecule in the second solvation shell contributes 

1% or less.  
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Table 5.2 The number of water molecules in different solvation shells and their contributions 

to the total entropy change for different ions. 

Ion NumberFHS ContributionFHS (%) NumberSHS ContributionSHS (%) 

T∆Strans T∆Srot T∆Strans T∆Srot 

Li+ 5 39.1 39.5 16 10.8 7.1 

Na+ 6 40.3 39.2 16 10.6 7 

K+ 7 36.6 38.8 19 10.8 12.2 

Rb+ 8 40.7 34.2 20 11.6 13 

Cs+ 9 41.2 40.8 21 3.5 14.1 

Mg2+ 6 38.1 36.4 14 10.6 10.7 

Ca2+ 6 33.8 38.3 14 10.6 9.9 

Zn2+ 6 39.6 37.7 13 8.6 10 

F- 6 18.2 57.3 19 8.5 16 

Cl- 6 11.4 61.4 24 8.4 18.8 

Br- 7 14.8 55.7 23 8.4 21.1 

I- 7 14 57.3 26 12.3 16.4 

SO4
2- 12 33.8 46.2 55 4.8 15.2 

ClO4
- 14 50.3 33.3 57 0.4 14.6 

FHS: Number of water molecule and contribution to the total entropy change for the first 

hydration shell; SHS: Number of water molecule and contribution to the total entropy change 

for the second hydration shell. T∆Strans and T∆Srot denotes percentage contribution of 

translational and rotational entropy to the total entropy loss. 

The table also shows that cations reduce both translational and rotational entropy almost 

equally across different solvation shells. The mechanism of entropy reduction around anions, 

on the contrary, stems mainly from a much greater reduction (>50% in the first solvation shell) 

of rotational entropy loss, indicating that charge density of ions may mainly affect the 

translational entropy more than the rotational entropy. Interestingly, residence time, a measure 
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of translational motion, of water around Li+ is found to be much higher compared to F-.53 

Therefore to establish the relation between charge density and different entropy contributions, 

we have plotted the translational and rotational entropy change of water in the first solvation 

shell of various ions against the magnitude of their charge densities. The plots are shown in 

Fig. 5.6. While translational entropy is highly correlated (correlation coefficient -0.95) with 

charge density, correlation of the same with rotational entropy is rather poor (correlation 

coefficient -0.78). 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Correlation between translational entropy (a) and rotational entropy (b) with the 

magnitude of surface charge density values of cations and anions.  

Therefore a clear trend between charge density and translational entropy can be observed from 

the above plot. But, anions affect rotational entropy more than the translational entropy. We 

probed into the origin of this behavior through examining water structure in the hydration 

shells. 

 

5.3.3 Water Entropy and Water Structure Correlation 

To investigate the origin of the entropic behavior, we have looked at the structural aspects of 

solvation water through its hydrogen bonding (H-bond) property. The average number of H-

bond made by particular water at a certain distance was calculated for permuted water 

molecules. The values have been plotted with respect to the average distance of water 

molecules from the ions and are shown in Fig 5.7. Mostly for all the ions (except F-), we 

observe an increase in the average H-bond with distance before reaching bulk value (dashed 

line) of 3.61, as it should, beyond a certain distance. 
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Figure 5.7 Average H-bonds per water molecule vs. distance of water plot for (a) monovalent cations, 

(b) divalent cations and (c) anions. The dashed lines represent the bulk water value. Note that ordinate 

range is different for different figures. 

We find here that the average H-bond and entropy values of individual water molecules show 

a similar trend like entropy for cations: the water in the first shell has much lower H-bond and 

the ones in the second shell show a little decrease from bulk. H-bond values reach the bulk 

value at around the same distance as entropy, indicating that the extent of modulation of 

thermodynamic and structural properties by cations is similar. The anions, however, show a 

reverse trend, with F- producing an enhanced H-bonding for the neighboring water molecules 

in spite of a high reduction in water entropy. The I- ion with much smaller charge density show 

only a tiny reduction in entropy but a significant decrease in H-bonding. There may be two 

reasons for this reversal in behavior. Both cations and anions can hinder H-bond formation 

among water molecules by creating electrostatic ordering. While cations cannot compensate 

this loss in average H-bond by participating in H-bond formation, anions can accept H-bond 

from water molecules. While, I- compensates this loss partially, F- overcompensates it to have 

more H-bond than bulk. 

The reduction of H-bonds reflects the structure maker property of the cations as argued by 

Hribar, et al.27. Since structure maker property and entropy are correlated with each other, a 

correlation between H-bond and entropy is also expected. Our results are in good agreement 

with experimental observations of Harsányi, et al.54 that showed an increase in LiCl salt 

concentration breaks the H-bond network of water. The study by Mancinelli, et al.29 on NaCl 

and KCl salt solutions using neutron diffraction/EPSR technique also found these solutions to 

behave in a manner similar to water at high pressure, indicating an enhanced ordering of water, 

especially for Na+ ion compared to K+. The pattern we see for H-bonding and entropy of 
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different ions on its surrounding water also causes several observable phenomena in water. 

Smaller effects on entropy by larger ions indicates a weaker interaction between these ions and 

water, as found in the case of Br- and I- by Karmakar, et al.55-56.  The weaker interaction leads 

to a higher diffusion for the water near larger ions.57 The lowering of entropy, on the other 

hand, is a related to stronger H-bonding. Interestingly, the different manifestations of structural 

(H-bond) and thermodynamic (entropy) properties presented here find a similar correlation in 

dynamical properties also where F- and I- show different modes of reorientation pathways.58 

Thus our study on individual water molecules accurately represents the previously reported 

results obtained for overall solvation shell of ions. 

Different experimental studies provide water perturbation by ions to various extents. While 

the effects have been considered to prevail only up to the first solvation shell by some studies28, 

59, the work by Mancinelli, et al.29 claimed the effects to be present even in the second and 

third solvation shells. Our results so far have shown that the largest impact on entropy and H-

bonding behavior for individual water is restricted mainly to the first solvation shell, with some 

effect in the second shell. It is therefore interesting to see how different ions affect the 

orientations of individual water molecules present at different distances from the ion. It can 

also shed light on the rotational entropy pattern observed for anions. Ding, et al. also looked at 

the average orientational distribution of water molecules in the first solvation shell of NaCl and 

CsI using ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. 51 The difference is that here we can probe 

into the orientation of individual water molecules at various distances, not just the average of 

the solvation shell. We have calculated the angle θ between the vector from water oxygen to 

the ion and the vector bisecting the water molecule as shown in Fig. 5.8. Distributions of 𝜃 for 

four water molecules are plotted for several ions. Water around smaller cations (higher charge 

density) shows a peak around 166° for bivalent cations and decreases with decreasing charge 

density (Fig. 5.8a-d). The high 𝜃 value indicates that water hydrogens orient away from the 

cation, as expected. Water around larger cations has a broader distribution. This distribution is 

maintained for first six water molecules, i.e, the first solvation shell water. However, the trend 

vanishes from the seventh water onwards, and no pattern was found for remaining water 

molecules. 
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Figure 5.8 Distribution of the angle θ (shown in the middle) between the vector connecting the ion and 

the water oxygen atom with the bisector vector of the water molecule for cations (upper panel) and 

anions (lower panel). (a) and (e) plot is for first water, (b) and (f) plot is for fifth water, (c) and (g) plot 

is for seventh water and, (d) and (h) plot is for tenth water next to cations and anions respectively. 

For anions (Fig. 5.8e-h), as expected, the peak occurs at smaller angle of 50° indicating that 

one of the hydrogen is H-bonded to the anion. For anions too, the highest peak is observed for 

F- for up to seventh water, after which the orientation do not follow any pattern. Interestingly, 

for anions, even the 10th water shows a peak at around 50°, indicating a rather long-ranged 

effect compared to cations. This long-range effect might cause a greater loss of entropy of 

water around anions compared to cations of similar or even higher charge density. It also 

explains the higher rotational entropy loss in the second solvation shell for anions as shown in 

Table 5.2. Our previous study26 also showed the entropy reduction for particles with -1 charge 

is higher compared to particle of the same size with +1 charge. We believe that this behavior 

of anions has implications towards the dynamics of water near biomolecules. Sterpone, et al.60 

calculated H-bond dynamics near different amino acids and reported H-bond axis tumbling 

time (τreor
frame). The study showed that the timescales near donor sites (positively charged 

residues) are smaller compared to the acceptor sites (negatively charged residues), indicating 

the water near these sites are held more strongly compared to donor sites. The dynamical 

features mentioned corroborate the thermodynamic findings of the present study where an 

acceptor groups like anions or negatively charge amino acid will have stronger impact on water 

than cations or positively charged amino acid that act as a donor. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

In this part of the thesis, we report the entropy change of individual water molecules in 

different solvation shells of ions. The sum of contributions of individual water entropy around 

a particular ion correlates extremely well with experiment for both the polarizable and non-

polarizable force fields. This study also reveals a fundamental difference in the approach of 

cations and ions by which they reduce entropy of the surrounding water molecules. Our 

quantitative measurements at individual water level provide the exact extent of the 

perturbations caused by ions on surrounding water molecules, albeit for lower concentration of 

ions. The similarity between entropic and H-bonding behavior show that the manner in which 

ions modulate thermodynamics of surrounding water have consequences towards the structure 

maker and breaker properties of these ions. The study reveals that charge density governs the 

translational entropy of solvent molecules, whereas the rotational entropy involves the strength 

of the interaction between ion and water. This manifests in differing roles of cations and anions 

on the water entropy. The general pattern found across all systems is that ions mostly affect the 

first solvation shell water. However, significant contribution (20%) to the entropy reduction 

comes from the second solvation shell. The scenario will be likely to change with increase in 

concentration where the solvation shells will overlap with different ions. Finally, our method 

successfully reproduces (within a constant) the experimental solvation entropy while retaining 

the information at the individual water level. The success of the present method implies that it 

can be applied to find the entropic behavior of water around proteins and DNA that govern 

important roles in drug design.11, 61 
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Chapter 6 

Effect of Local Structure on the Thermodynamics of Individual 

Water at Supercooled State 

6.1 Introduction 

One of the reasons for water being able to keep researchers engaged over the years is 

its unique properties at different thermodynamic conditions. While the temperature dependence 

of different thermodynamic response functions such as isothermal compressibility, specific 

heat and thermal expansion coefficient show their distinctive patterns1-3, the temperature 

dependence of water density can be viewed to be of critical importance with real life 

implications. The various anomalies in thermodynamic and kinetic properties of water play 

crucial roles in several chemical and physical processes in the fields of materials science, 

biology and geological processes.4-7 A major breakthrough towards understanding these 

anomalies of water have emerged from the phase diagram of metastable water8-9. A number of 

attempts have been made to interpret the phase behavior of water with different theoretical 

scenarios.7, 9-13 The most popular among these have been the concept of the existence of a 

liquid-liquid critical point (LLCP)9 that marks the terminal point in the first order phase 

transition between high density liquid (HDL) and low density liquid (LDL) water.14-16 While 

the existence of these two types of water at different conditions is widely accepted,17-18 their 

co-existence at ambient condition has given rise to different opinions. While a number of 

studies claim that water at ambient condition remain as a mixture of HDL and LDL liquids 

with varying proportions at different temperatures,19-21 others have claimed to find only one 

type of water at these conditions. 22-23 While the structural aspects of water have been proven 

to be crucial for explaining water anomalies24, the true nature of water structure at ambient 

conditions and its consequence on the water thermodynamic properties remain ambiguous.  

The other significant characteristic of water at supercooled state is its divergence of 

dynamic properties. The dynamic properties of water and other such glass forming liquids are 

reflected in their macroscopic properties such as viscosity or diffusion coefficient. Depending 

on the temperature dependence of these properties, these systems behave as strong or fragile 

liquids. This has been shown for several systems in the study by Mallamace et al.25 The 

molecules at low temperatures in these systems become spatially correlated with different 

length scales.26-28 As a consequence, the dynamics in water are dominated by rearrangement of 
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dynamically correlated regions through activated processes. Water being a glass forming liquid 

is known to undergo transition in its dynamic behavior at around 225 K.29-30 This phenomenon 

is known as “fragile-to-strong” crossover (FSC) transition. The origin for such behavior for 

water comes from the ordering of water molecules as shown by Moore et al.22with an increase 

in four co-ordinated H-bonds at nearly FSC transition temperature. With enhanced structure 

for the water molecules, the dynamics are dominated by activated processes in water. 

Evidences for these processes at low temperatures have been investigated for both bulk water31-

32 and for water in the confined state33 which have improved the understanding of this behavior. 

However, how the thermodynamic properties of water, particularly its entropy, are affected by 

water dynamic properties at various temperatures is not yet clear. 

In this chapter, we intend to probe the consequences of water’s above mentioned 

structural and dynamic features at different conditions on its translational (TSTrans.) and 

rotational entropy (TSRot.) at single molecule level. We have employed a method discussed in 

Section 2.2.3 in Chapter 2 that calculates the single water entropy at a particular distance from 

the solute34. We have attempted to connect the translational diffusion of water with the TSTrans. 

values. Additionally we have investigated the individual water entropy values at low 

temperatures in more detail using a structural parameter that can distinguish differently 

structured water. With our approach of investigation at the single molecule level, we have 

found new insights on the structural polymorphism of water and its effect on water entropy. 

Using our findings, we attempt to bridge the different claims provided through numerous 

studies. Overall, our study aims to signify the importance of looking at individual water 

behavior at these conditions in order to address the inconsistencies found in previous reports 

by various groups in addition to adding new information to the features of supercool water.  

 

6.2 Simulation Details 

All atom molecular dynamics simulations were performed in our study to find the 

properties of water at different conditions. To accurately study water behavior at different 

temperatures, we have used TIP5P/E water model35 which is known to give correct density 

pattern at different temperatures. The system was first energy minimized using steepest descent 

method36. This was followed by heating the systems up to 300 K using Berendsen thermostat37 

using a coupling constant of 0.2 ps. The system was then equilibrated for 2 ns at 300 K and 1 

bar pressure using Nosé-Hoover thermostat38-39 and Parrinello-Rahman barostat40 with a 
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coupling constant of 0.4 ps for both. The equilibrated system thus obtained was then subjected 

to heating or cooling up to the temperatures at which the simulations were needed to be carried 

out. In this study, we have performed simulations at 190, 220, 230, 240, 250, 260, 273, 285, 

300, 315 and 330 K. Therefore the systems were equilibrated at these temperatures using the 

above mentioned thermostat and barostat. The equilibration for systems below and at 273 K 

was carried out for 30 ns while systems above this temperature were subjected to 10 ns of 

equilibrations. A final simulation under NPT condition was carried out for each system with a 

time step of 2 fs. The trajectory frames were saved at every 0.1 ps from which the entropy 

values and other properties were calculated. These trajectories were 1000 ns long for systems 

at temperatures 190, 220 and 230 K while for systems simulated between 240 K and 273 K, 

the trajectories were 200 ns long. The systems simulated above these temperatures were 

simulated for 100 ns within which converged entropy values were obtained. The electrostatics 

were calculated with PME electrostatics41 with a cut-off length of 10 Å for both electrostatics 

and van der Walls interactions. All the simulations were performed using GROMACS software 

package.42 The method for entropy calculation has been discussed in Section 2.2.3 in Chapter 

2. The reliability of this method has been discussed in Section 5.3.1 in Chapter 5. The diffusion 

coefficient of water has been calculated from the velocity auto-correlation function of water 

molecules using the following relation: 

D =
1

d
∫ 〈V⃗⃗ (0). V⃗⃗ (t)〉

∞

0
,    (6.1) 

where d  is the dimensionality, D  is the diffusion coefficient, and �⃗�  is the velocity vector. The 

VACF profiles for water at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1 Time dependence of the velocity auto correlation function (VACF) of water at different 

temperatures. 
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6.3 Results 

We first discuss effect of FSC transition on the diffusion behavior of water to show the 

effect of temperature change on water behavior. This is followed by investigation of how the 

diffusion is correlated with translational entropy of water. Then we look at the effect of FSC 

transition on translational and rotational entropy behavior at individual molecule level to see 

the temperature effects on single water entropy values. The structural aspect of water and their 

effect on water entropy behavior is then discussed in the subsequent sections.  

6.3.1 Water Dynamics and Entropy at Different Temperatures: 

We begin the discussions by looking at the diffusion coefficient of water at various 

temperatures. The logarithm of the inverse of diffusion coefficient (ln(D−1) has been plotted 

with respect to temperature in Fig. 6.2. From the figure, we can see that there are two regions 

present in the plot: the one at low temperature can be described using Arrhenius behavior, while 

the high temperature region can be fitted with the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation of 

the following form:43 

D−1(T) = D0
−1 exp [

1

KVFT(
T

TVFT
−1)

],    (6.2) 

where 𝐾𝑉𝐹𝑇 is the kinetic fragility marker and 𝑇𝑉𝐹𝑇 is the temperature at which the diffusivity 

diverges. D0 is the high temperature diffusivity. The two regions cross at around 250 K, which 

is known as the FSC transition temperature.29 Here we find that the KVFT,known as the 

dynamic fragility marker, to be 0.77 and TVFT, the temperature at which glass transition takes 

place to be 204.8 K. These values are close to the ones reported by Chen et al.44 where 

experiments showed through confinement of water in nanopores that the value of TVFT and 

KVFT  are 187 K and 0.56, respectively. 
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Figure 6.2 The logarithm of inverse diffusion coefficient with respect to temperature. The red solid line 

here shows the VFT fit, while the black dashed line shows the Arrhenius fit. 

 

Now we look at the variation of translational entropy and rotational entropy, TSTrans. and 

TSRot, values with respect to temperatures. Note that, we have multiplied the temperature with 

the entropy to get the energy unit. Also, here the entropy values are associated with individual 

water molecules, albeit in the bulk water every water molecule should have same entropy. 

Therefore, for each temperature about 230 K, we have calculated the entropy of 30 individual 

water molecules and averaged the values. For systems at 190 and 220 K, due to a larger 

variation in entropy values for different water molecules, an average of 100 water molecules 

has been considered. Fig. 6.3 shows the TSTrans. and TSRot at different temperatures. The 

convergence of entropy values at 190 K are shown in Fig. 6.4. Simulations at higher 

temperature converges even faster. 
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Figure 6.3 The average translational (TSTrans; left) and rotational (TSRot; right) entropy of individual 

water molecules at different temperatures. The black and red points represent entropy values above and 

below the transition temperature, respectively. The dashed lines are used to guide the eyes. 

 

Figure 6.4 The convergence of (a) translational (TSTrans)  and (b) rotational (TSRot.) entropy values is 

shown by evaluating the entropy values at different time interval for pure water at 190 K. The different 

colors represent values for different water molecules. The lines are used to guide the eyes. 

From Fig. 6.3, it can be seen that similar to the dynamic transition known to occur in water, 

both TSTrans. and TSRot. values also show a transition at a particular temperature. The dynamic 

transition that takes place in water is known to be accompanied by a change in structure. 

Evidences for growing structures have been shown in water at a low temperature by showing 

increase in water’s tetrahedral arrangement45 or from the increase in four coordinated H-

bonded water molecules22. These features make the dynamic motion taking place in water 

cooperative in nature, resulting in the hopping mediated dynamic processes.22 From our study, 

we find that these processes also have their effect on the entropic behavior of water as the 

molecules show deviation from linearity in the entropy values at low temperatures. The results 
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show that even after the long simulations, the entropy values have a change in their pattern 

after the dynamic arrest. The likely explanation for this behavior could be that even in this 

timescale, the water molecules do not access all its possible configurations, resulting in a abrupt 

lowering of entropy values similar to the diffusion coefficient values. 

Since we have both the individual water entropy values and diffusion coefficients at 

different temperatures, we wanted to investigate if a relation between the dynamic and 

thermodynamic properties of water exists. If such a relation exists, it will benefit us by 

calculating a computationally easier quantity (diffusion coefficient) and relate to a more 

demanding but important one (entropy). In general, the Adam-Gibbs (AG) relation of the 

following form is used to relate the configurational entropy (SConf) and the diffusion coefficient 

46: 

D−1(T) = D−1(T0) exp{AAG/(TSConf)},    (6.3) 

where D(T0) is the diffusion at a higher temperature T0. AAG is a constant known as Adam-

Gibbs parameter. For our purpose, we used an analogue of Eq. 6.3 to fit STrans. and diffusion 

where the term SConf has been replaced by STrans. in Eq. 6.3. Fig. 6.5 shows the plot of the 

logarithm of inverse D with respect to TSTrans. values above the FSC transition temperature 

(240 K). From the plot, it can be seen that the diffusion coefficient and the entropy values are 

highly correlated (correlation coefficient of 0.98) indicating that there exists a general relation 

between the two quantities.  

 

Figure 6.5 ln(D−1)vs. TSTransplot for individual water molecules. The red dashed lines here shows 

the fit with an analog of AG relation. The R is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. 
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After establishing the relation between the dynamics and entropy of water, we now investigate 

the entropic behaviour of individual water molecules in more detail. To understand the reason 

for the change in the entropy behaviour with temperature, , the individual water entropy values 

at various temperatures for both TSTrans. and TSRot. are plotted in Fig. 6.6. From the Fig. 6.6(a), 

we observe that at higher temperatures the water molecules in the same system have similar 

TSTrans. Values. However, below the FSC transition temperature, different water molecules 

show different entropy values although being in the same solution. Since TSTrans., in our 

calculation, corresponds to the accessible volume available for a water molecule at a particular 

position, different entropy values indicate that the water molecules at low temperature 

experience different accessible volumes from each other. This implies that water structure at 

low temperature is heterogeneous in nature. At higher temperatures, it is likely that the 

environment near different water molecules change rapidly resulting in similar values of 

TSTrans. for all water molecules. In case of TSRot., the variation in values are very smaller above 

FSC transition temperature compared to TSTrans. values as can be seen from Fig. 6.6(b). This 

indicates that TSRot. values have a lesser dependence on temperature compared to TSTrans. for 

water. However, a clear change appears for TSRot. values at lower temperatures. Similar to 

TSTrans. values, the TSRot. values also show variation for water in the same solution. These 

patterns show that at lower temperature, the properties of water molecules start to differ from 

water at higher temperatures at the individual molecule level. A possible cause for such 

behavior could be the structural features of water, which can alter at different conditions. Our 

evidences indicate the presence of structural heterogeneity for water at supercool state, the 

exact origin for the observed pattern has been discussed in the next section. 

 

Figure 6.6 The individual TSTrans. (a) and TSRot. values (b) for water at different temperatures. The 

dashed lines are used to guide the eyes. 
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6.3.2 Relation between Water Structure and Entropy 

Water is known to exhibit structural polymorphism at supercooled states. There exists 

numerous structurally different forms of water with similar energies.47 Therefore, it is likely 

that different structures of water may control the entropic behavior observed in our study. 

However, the distinction between the two most prominent water structures: the LDL and HDL 

water are very narrow. Hence, we need a parameter that can differentiate the microscopic 

properties characteristics of these water structures. For this purpose, we have used the structural 

order parameter, ζ reported by Russo and Tanaka24 that distinguishes the HDL and LDL water. 

The parameter ζ is shown in Fig. 6.7(a) and is defined as the distance between the furthest 

water that makes H-bond with the 0th water and the closest water not H-bonded to the 0th water. 

For water molecules that are present in a high density environment, the value of ζ is expected 

to be small, while for water molecules that are more ordered with maximum number of H-

bonds, the value of ζ would be higher. In the study by Russo and Tanaka24, this parameter 

represents the average value of all water molecules, thus depicting the overall density of the 

solution. However, we can look at the properties of individual water molecules. Therefore, in 

our study, we look at the density environment of a particular water molecule present at a 

particular position near the ions, and we do so at different temperatures.  

 

Figure 6.7 The schematic representation of the order parameter ζ used in this study (a). The water 1-4 

are shown to form H-bonds with water “0” as shown by the blue dotted lines. The imaginary sphere 

within which these water molecules reside are shown to be 1st (solvation) shell. The water molecule 

marked “5” represents the closest water that resides outside the 1st shell and do not form H-bond with 
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water “0”. The distance between the 1st shell and the water marked 5th in the 2nd shell represents the 

value of ζ. (b) The distribution of ζ for one of the representative bulk water molecule at different 

temperatures is shown. 

In Fig. 6.7(b) the value of ζ at different temperatures has been shown for a randomly chosen 

water molecule from the bulk water system. We find here that the values of ζ has a very similar 

behavior as shown in Ref. 24 for the overall bulk water system. While at the lowest temperature 

studied, 190 K, the peak appears around 1 Å, for the highest temperature, 330 K, the peak 

comes close to 0 Å. This indicates that at higher temperature the water exists mostly as a HDL 

while at a very low temperature, it exists primarily as LDL. However, at an intermediate 

temperature, 260 K, a bimodal distribution appears peaking at both the two above values 

indicating a coexistence of both HDL and LDL. Interestingly, however, these structural 

coexistences do not affect the entropic behavior of individual water molecules as all water 

molecules at this temperature show similar TSTrans. values (Fig. 6.6). Yet, at low temperatures, 

where we primarily observe LDL, water molecules show different entropic behaviour. Note 

that, we have ruled out the possibilities of non-convergence of entropy values by simulating 

the system up to a microsecond for the systems at lower temperatures. Therefore, assuming no 

further changes possible, we find an interesting observation that at the lower temperature, bulk 

water shows different possible values of entropy.  

 Therefore, to see if structural polymorphism affect the water entropic behaviour, we further 

investigated the relation between the structural parameter ζ and the individual entropy values 

at different temperatures. First we categorized water molecules into two subsets: high entropy 

water (HEW) and low entropy water (LEW) based on whether they fall above or below the 

average. Then, the average ζ values for water molecules having higher and lower entropy 

values were calculated for a total of 100 water molecules and the distribution of ζ, P(ζ), was 

plotted for these two categories at two different temperatures in Fig. 6.8. The distribution of ζ 

at 190K is shown in Fig. 6.8(a). From the figure, we see that water molecules with different 

entropy values have different distribution of ζ: water with slightly higher TSTrans. values (red 

graph) remain in slightly higher density environment (lower ζ) while water with slightly lower 

entropy (black graph) remain at slightly lower density environment (higher ζ).  
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Figure 6.8 The distribution of ζ for water with higher (red line) and lower (black line) entropy water 

compared to the average TSTrans. for pure water at 190 K (a) and 220 K (b). 

The pattern observed in Fig. 6.8(a) provides a clear evidence for structural heterogeneity of 

water molecules at low temperatures. This indicates that the different entropic behaviour is not 

just due to sampling of the configuration, but an inherent nature of the system itself at the lower 

temperature. Because of such structural heterogeneity, differently structured water molecules 

possess different entropy values. At 220 K, when the distribution of ζ is plotted for water with 

high and low entropy values in Fig. 6.8(b), the peaks do not show as clear distinction as 

observed at 190 K (Fig. 6.8(a)). This indicates that the spatial heterogeneity present in water 

become more prominent at lower temperatures only. However, the fact that at 220 K (even a 

little at 230 K also) entropy values are dissimilar to each other indicates that the spatial 

heterogeneity exists in case of water at these temperatures as well. 

With the evidence of spatial heterogeneity present in water at low temperatures, the question 

arises is whether the HDL and LDL water co-exist in the same solution at these conditions. To 

address this, we have looked at the population of HDL and LDL water at different temperatures. 

However the definition of the two kinds of water involves some arbitrariness and may change 

the observed population. For our purpose, we have defined the HDL and LDL based on the 

value of ζ. To define HDL water, the average 〈ζ〉HT and its standard deviation ±δζHT at 300 K 

is calculated. Hence, the water molecules possessing values of ζ < (〈ζ〉HT + δζHT)  is called 

the HDL. To define the LDL, the average and standard deviation of ζ is calculated at 190K and 
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water molecules with ζ > (〈ζ〉LT − δζLT) is taken to be a LDL water. This way, we arrived at 

the criteria that a water molecule is in HDL or LDL state if it has ζ value lower or higher than 

0.32 and 0.65 Å, respectively. The water molecules possessing ζ values in between these two 

limits are called intermediate between HDL and LDL water. Using these definitions, we 

measured the percentage for different types of water present in the systems at different 

temperatures. The plot is shown in Fig. 6.9. 

 

Figure 6.9 The population of HDL (black points) and LDL (blue points), and intermediate (red points) 

water at different temperatures. The dashed lines are used to guide the eyes. 

From the figure, it can be clearly seen that at high or low temperatures, mostly one type of 

water molecules remain present predominantly. The two types of water have equal population 

only at temperature (~260 K) slightly above the FSC transition (240 K). Previously, Wikfeldt 

et al.20 had shown the population of the different kinds of water at different temperatures. In 

their study, they find the co-existence for the two kinds of water at 230 K. However in their 

study, only the HDL and LDL water structures were considered using a particular value for the 

structure index without considering the intermediates. In our case, such strict definition is 

avoided to characterise the water molecules more appropriately. Also, the population for water 

belonging to neither HDL nor LDL state is low (<30%) at all temperatures. This also implies 

that it is either HDL or LDL water that are mostly present predominantly at all conditions. 

From Fig. 6.9, it is clear that although at low temperatures, we see existence of spatial 

heterogeneity in the water molecules, these water molecules do not correspond to the structural 

heterogeneity, i.e., HDL and LDL water. Rather, they belong to different kinds of water in the 

LDL state itself since both the peaks are above 0.65 indicating that both belong to LDL (Fig. 

6.8(a)). Note here that the populations obtained in our study depends on the criteria used to 

characterise different water molecules. Hence, changing the criteria may alter the exact 
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population of these water molecules. The arbitrariness in assigning differently structured water 

has also been discussed by Moore and Molinero21. It has been stated that the evidence for 

structural polymorphism observed in different experimental studies also originate from such 

arbitrariness in assigning differently structured water molecules. From our analysis, we claim 

that the polymorphism reported in various experimental studies may originate from the spatial 

heterogeneity present in the LDL state of water only, which gives rise to various signals in 

experimental studies.19-21 Hence the earlier belief that the different signals obtained from 

experimental studies correspond to co-existence of HDL and LDL water may not be correct. 

In the next section, we explore the origin for the spatial heterogeneity observed in supercooled 

water molecules. 

 

6.3.3 Origin of Spatial Heterogeneity in Supercool Water 

So far from our analysis we find that water molecules at low temperature possess different 

structural features giving rise to a spatial heterogeneity. To investigate how water molecules 

having different structural features are different from each other in terms of energy, we have 

carried out inherent structure analysis. 50 configurations have been collected from simulations 

at each temperatures and were energy minimized using conjugate gradient method  to reach the 

closest local minima for these configurations. To see how these structures differ from each 

other, we first calculated ζ for individual water molecules from these configurations and plotted 

the average distribution for these ζ values. The distribution is shown in Fig. 6.10(a). From the 

figure, it can be seen that the inherent structures obtained from configurations at various 

temperatures have very small difference from each other in terms of ζ compared to the 

structures from higher temperatures. While a clear distinction for the peaks can be seen from 

the distribution in Fig. 6.7(b) at different temperatures, Fig. 6.10(a) shows that the 

configurations obtained from simulations at various temperatures possess a much smaller 

distinction. However, the difference in energy among these configurations are likely to 

originate from their small structural changes. Therefore, we evaluated the potential energy for 

the minimized structures obtained from different configurations. These values are plotted in 

Fig. 6.10(b). 
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Figure 6.10 (a) The average distribution of ζ for water molecules from the energy minimized 50 

configurations taken from simulations at different temperatures. (b) The energies of the inherent 

structures obtained from energy minimizing the configurations at different temperatures. 

From the figure, it can be seen that configurations obtained from slightly higher temperatures 

has higher energy compared to configurations taken from low temperature simulations. For 

example, the configurations from 300 K and 190 K have nearly 5 kJ/mol difference in energy. 

Since the only difference between these configurations exist in terms of structure, the energy 

differences in them are likely to originate from such structural features only. The observed 

energy differences from Fig. 6.10(b) indicate that at low temperatures, water molecules remain 

stuck at different energy minima corresponding to particular value of ζ. The thermal energy 

available at these temperatures are not sufficient to overcome the energetic barrier 

corresponding to the structures with different ζ values.  

To support the idea of existence of differently structured water with different energy values, 

we turn our focus to the barrier for going from one type of water structure to another. Hence, 

to measure the barrier for water to undergo its structural changes, the timescale for conversion 

between differently structured water is checked. To do this, we have measured the time taken 

for water to go from completely LDL state to completely HDL state. For this purpose, we 

consider a water molecule to be in LDL state if it has ζ value higher than the average ζ for 

water at 190 K while the water is considered to be in HDL state if the ζ value reaches lower 

than the average ζ value at 300 K. The values of ζ which correspond to neither of these 

correspond to the intermediate states of water. Note here that, in this case, the HDL and LDL 

water definitions are not same as the case with population calculation. The reason for this is in 
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this case, we aim to observe the conversion between two clearly different water structures. 

Although this change in criteria may affect the timescale obtained at different temperatures, 

our aim here is to obtain a qualitative, physical understanding of the conversion. Once again, 

by altering the criteria for LDL and HDL water, the observed timescale may change at different 

temperature. Hence the timescales reported here represent a qualitative feature for conversion 

between HDL and LDL water. Once we define the two states for our measurement of timescale, 

the following correlation function is calculated:  

C(t) = 1−< pLDL(0). pHDL(t) >,    (6.4) 

where pLDL (0) and pHDL(𝑡) represent the probability of finding a water molecule in HDL at 

time t  and LDL state at t = 0, respectively. Thus the correlation function measures on average 

the time taken for a water molecule to convert from LDL to HDL state. Similarly, we can 

measure the reverse correlation where given a molecule in HDL state at t=0, it will convert to 

LDL at time t. The similar condition has been used in our previous study for water residence 

calculation around DNA base pairs48-49. The correlation function used here only focuses on 

water which are either in completely LDL or HDL state. The advantage of this correlation 

function is that a water molecule starting from LDL state has to reach the HDL state and 

therefore transient escape from LDL states are not considered in the measurement of 

timescales. The timescale has been obtained for conversion between the two structures is fitting 

the correlation function using an exponential fit. The plots could be fitted using a single 

exponential function for simulations above 250 K, while the curves below this temperatures 

require bi-exponential fits. The timescale obtained from the fitting are plotted with respect to 

temperature in Fig. 6.11. 
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Figure 6.11 The time required for water molecules to convert from LDL state to HDL state at 

different temperatures. The dashed line is used to guide the eyes. 

From the figure, it is clear that the conversion between differently structured water molecules 

are very fast at higher temperatures as expected. However, this timescale starts to increase as 

the temperature is lowered. An interesting observation that emerges from the figure is that the 

time taken for a water molecule to reach HDL state from LDL state is significantly higher at 

190 K compared to the timescales observed at any other temperatures. This indicates that the 

barrier present for conversion between differently structured water at 190 K is significantly 

higher compared to water at any other temperatures. This also explains why we see clearly 

distinct peaks at 190 K for water with different entropy values since the changes in structure at 

this temperature is more difficult compared to other temperatures studied here. However, the 

distinction between the distributions of ζ for water with different entropy values are not very 

clear at higher temperatures compared to 190 K. This suggests that even at 220 K, water 

molecules can easily convert between HDL and LDL state using its thermal energy. At lower 

temperatures, the timescales and consequently the barriers for conversion between differently 

structured water increases significantly. These evidences clearly prove that water molecules at 

these low temperatures remain in a rigid, spatially heterogeneous environment. Hence, while 

talking about the properties of water molecules at these conditions, a more accurate approach 

should be to focus on properties of individual water molecules, rather than the whole system. 
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6.4 Conclusions 

In this part of the thesis, the supercooled state of water has been studied through measurement 

of entropy of individual water molecules. From the calculation of translational and rotational 

entropy values of water at various temperatures and atmospheric pressure, we find new details 

on the behavior of supercooled water that remained unknown in the previous studies in this 

field. The calculated entropy values of individual water molecules were found to undergo a 

transition at similar temperature where they show a transition in their dynamic properties. Also, 

below the FSC transition temperature, individual entropy values from the same system were 

found to show diverse values. An investigation of local structures of water reveals that water 

molecules possess spatial heterogeneity in its structure at low temperatures. This structural 

heterogeneity in water gives rise to different entropy values for individual water molecules. 

The origin of such structural heterogeneity has been explained through inherent structure 

analysis and by looking at the timescale for conversion between LDL and HDL water. Our 

study finds that differently structured water possess different energies. Therefore water 

molecules at low temperatures remain stuck at these local minima having different energy 

values and this results in different entropy values for individual molecules present in the same 

solution. Our study also finds that although differently structured water molecules co-exist at 

low temperatures, all these water molecules belong to the LDL state of water. From our study, 

we claim that the evidences obtained for co-existence of HDL and LDL water through different 

experimental studies originate from the structural variations present in supercool state. Our 

study also highlights the importance of probing the individual water properties at low 

temperatures to present a detailed microscopic picture of the supercool water. However, the 

present study naturally brings in a new question about how the properties of water discussed 

above for bulk water will be modulated in the solvation shell of different solutes at the 

supercooled state. This will be the topic for the final chapter of the thesis. 
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Chapter 7 

Supercool Water in the Solvation Shells: Similarity and 

Dissimilarity with Bulk Water 

7.1 Introduction 

The structural polymorphism of water at different conditions has been a matter of debate. In 

the previous chapter, our results showed that either the high density liquid (HDL) or the low 

density liquid (LDL) water, that remain in abundance at a particular temperature except the 

temperature close near fragile to strong crossover (FSC) transition. Also, we have found that 

there exists dissimilar structure in the LDL region itself. However, an important factor that 

adds to the complexity of water properties is that naturally occurring water is always found as 

a mixture of one or more solutes. Therefore, an absolute clear picture of water properties only 

arises when both neat and solvation shell water behavior are completely understood. In this 

regard, aqueous solutions of ions have been subjected to numerous studies. These systems not 

only present the simplest realistic scenario possible, the experimental studies of these ionic 

solutions are often advantageous since water can be cooled to lower temperatures without 

crystallizing to ice,1-2 the origin for which has been discussed previously.3-4 Also, the aqueous 

solutions of ions manifest several properties that are very similar to neat water. The evidence 

for structural polymorphism in aqueous solutions have been verified by different simulation 

studies5-6 and experiments.7 The Raman spectroscopy measurements performed by Suzuki and 

Mishima8 on glassy solutions of salts like LiCl, NaCl and KCl showed evidence for two distinct 

OH stretch modes, indicative of two different water structures. The effect of concentration 

variation on the structural properties of water has shown the shrinkage of LDL water region 

with increasing the salt concentration.9 Further, the existence of liquid-liquid critical point 

(LLCP) has been shown in the mixtures of water-glycerol10-11 and also in NaCl water solution.12 

The dynamics of aqueous solution also have been shown to exhibit properties of bulk water 

with the evidence of fragile-to-strong crossover transition found for NaCl solution.13 In view 

of these observations, the extent of microscopic similarity and dissimilarity between bulk water 

and solvation shell water remains a matter of debate. 

In this part of the thesis, we focus on the behavior of solvation shell water around ions. We 

intend to probe the consequences of water’s structural and dynamic features at different 

conditions by looking at the translational (TSTrans.) and rotational entropy (TSRot.) of 
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individual water molecules in the vicinity of ions. The single water entropy calculation method 

has been employed here also for this purpose. The objective of our study is twofold. First, we 

investigate how the FSC transition affects the entropic behavior of water in the vicinity of ions 

when temperature is varied at fixed atmospheric pressure. Second, we explore to what extent 

the presence of ions dictate water behavior at the supercooled state. The patterns observed from 

our calculations have been analysed by looking at the local density environment of individual 

water molecules. Our study finds new information on the proposed structural polymorphism of 

water and its effect on water entropy, similar to the neat state of water in the vicinity of ions. 

The results also would help us to explain changes in water freezing pattern in presence of ions. 

Our study thus aims to enhance our understanding of solvation shell water at the supercooled 

state at a microscopic level. 

 

7.2 Computation Details 

All atom molecular dynamics simulations were performed in our study to find the properties 

of water at different conditions. We have taken systems with 1:2000 ion-water ratio in cubic 

simulation box. For the solvation shell of different ions, we have taken one NaCl and one CsI 

in 2000 water molecules. To prevent the mixing of cation and anion solvation shells, we have 

kept a distance restraint between the cation and anion throughout the simulations. We have 

used TIP5P/E water model14 for its accurate density patterns at different temperatures. For the 

ions, we have taken recently developed parameters by Satarifard et al.15 that are compatible 

with TIP5P water model. All the systems were first energy minimized using steepest descent 

method16. This was followed by heating the systems up to 300 K using Berendsen thermostat17 

using a coupling constant of 0.2 ps. The systems were then equilibrated for 2 ns at 300 K and 

1 bar pressure using Nosé-Hoover thermostat18-19 and Parrinello-Rahman barostat20 with a 

coupling constant of 0.4 ps for both. Similar to Chapter 6, here also the equilibrated systems 

thus obtained were then subjected to heating or cooling up to the temperatures at which the 

simulations were needed to be carried out. In this study, we have performed simulations at 190, 

220, 230, 240, 250, 260, 273, 285, 300, 315 and 330 K. Therefore, the systems were 

equilibrated at these temperatures using the above mentioned thermostat and barostat. The 

equilibration for systems below and at 273 K was carried out for 30ns while for systems above 

this temperature were subjected to 10ns of equilibrations. A final simulation under NPT 

condition was carried out for each system with a time step of 2 fs and frames saved at every 
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0.1 ps from which the entropy values and other properties were calculated. These trajectories 

were 1000 ns long for systems at 190, 220 and 230 K while for systems simulated between 240 

K and 273 K, the trajectories were 200 ns long. The systems above these temperatures were 

simulated for 100 ns within which converged entropy values were obtained. The electrostatics 

were calculated with PME electrostatics21 with a cut-off length of 10 Å for both electrostatics 

and van der Walls interactions. All the simulations were performed using GROMACS software 

package.22 The method for entropy calculation has been discussed in Section 2.2.3 in Chapter 

2. 

 

7.3 Results 

We first discuss how the variation of temperature changes in the single water entropy values in 

different solvation shells. The various aspects of water entropy and structure in the bulk and in 

solvation shell are discussed in this regard to show how ions affect water behavior at various 

temperatures. This will be followed by discussion on the attributes that make ionic solutions 

different from the bulk water. 

 

7.3.1 Water entropy in different solvation shells 

We begin the discussions by comparing the entropy values for water in the first and second 

solvation shells along with the values of bulk water entropy at different temperatures and 

normal pressure. Since our calculations involve evaluation of entropy values for individual 

water molecules, we first find out the number of water molecules in different solvation shells 

of ions by calculating the radial distribution function (RDF) of water oxygen around ions. Then 

we take the average of these individual entropy values for water that belong to the different 

solvation shells. Therefore, the average values here represent the entropy of a single water 

molecule present at a particular distance from the ion. The TSTrans. and TSRot. values of water 

molecules are shown in Fig. 7.1 for first and second solvation shell water around Na+, Cs+, Cl- 

and I- along with the average values of bulk water entropy. As can be seen in Fig. 7.1, both 

TSTrans. and TSRot. values show a deviation from linearity as the temperature is lowered for 

both bulk water and for water in the solvation shells. We have previously shown for neat water 

in Chapter 6 that the deviation in TSTrans. values took place at a similar temperature where the 

diffusion coefficient of water showed divergence. Interestingly, we find that the deviation for 
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bulk water and that for water in different solvation shells occur at nearly the same temperature. 

The deviation is clearer in case of TSRot. values which occur below 240 K for all cases. 

 

Figure 7.1 The single water translational, TSTrans. (upper panel) and rotational entropy, TSRot. (lower 

panel) values for pure water and water in the solvation shells. The plots on the left show the values for 

first solvation shell and the plots on the right show values for second solvation shell of different ions. 

The lines here show the straight line fits of entropy values above (solid line) and below (dashed line) 

the FSC transition. 

Gallo et al.13 showed previously that the phenomena observed in bulk water are also seen in 

case of ionic solutions. In their study, the dynamic properties were measured at NaCl 

concentration of 0.67 mol/kg. However, to our knowledge, the properties of water in the 

solvation shell of ions have not been reported previously. Using our approach of single water 

entropy calculation, we find that the FSC transition have the same effect on water in both first 

and second solvation shell as that of the bulk water. The observation of this behavior for highly 

charged ion such Na+ and low charge density ion like I- indicate that the effect of water’s FSC 
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transition transfers to the solvation shells in general. Next we shall discuss how the individual 

water molecules are affected in the bulk and in ionic solutions at supercooled states. 

 

7.3.2 Individual Water Entropy Values 

Since we find that the average entropy of solvation shell water shows similar temperature 

dependence as that of the bulk water, it is interesting to see how individual water entropy values 

vary at different temperatures. For this, we have plotted the TSTrans. values of individual water 

molecules near different ions at different temperatures. The values are shown in Fig. 7.2.  

 

 

Figure 7.2 The individual TSTrans. values for water around (a) Na+, water around (b) Cl-, water around 

(c) Cs+  and water around (d) I-  at various temperatures. The distances represent the average distance 

between the ion and the water oxygen atom. The lines here are used to guide the eyes. 

From Fig. 7.2, we find that different molecules exhibit similar entropy values up to 240 K in 

different solvation shells. However, below this temperature, the individual entropy values start 

to vary from each other similar to the bulk water. Note here that the two points next to each 

other in Fig. 7.2 representing two water molecules do not correspond to water molecules that 

reside in the vicinity of each other in the simulation box. As seen in the case of average entropy 

of solvation shell water molecules, the individual water molecules also exhibit very similar 

pattern as that of bulk water for individual entropy values. Except for the few water molecules 

in the first solvation shell of ions, which are likely to be strongly affected by the electrostatic 

attraction of ions23, we find that at lower temperatures, the water molecules display diverse 

values similar to our observation for bulk water. The same is observed in the case of water 

molecules around Cs+ and I- (Fig. 7.2(c) and 7.2(d) respectively) indicating the fact that these 

properties represent a general feature of water at supercooled state irrespective of its 

surroundings. Our finding also emphasises the fact that at these conditions, the thermodynamic 

behavior of different water molecules present in the same solution are distinct from each other. 

Hence, while investigating processes that take place at these conditions, consideration of the 
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characteristics of individual water molecules could prove more advantageous. We now look 

into the structural features of water that could be used to explain the observed water behavior. 

 

7.3.3 Relation between Water Structure and Entropy 

The structural features of pure water has been discussed in Section 6.3.2 in Chapter 6. The 

parameter ζ has been introduced to characterise the high and low density liquid (HDL and LDL) 

water. For pure water, we have shown that at different temperatures, only one kind of water 

exist in majority with the coexistence of two types of water only slightly above the FSC 

transition temperature. Since the individual water entropy values in the neighbourhood of ions 

show a similar pattern as pure water, it is interesting to investigate the structural features for 

water near different ions. Therefore, in order to check how the value for ζ varies for water in 

the solvation shell with high and low TSTrans. values, ζ has been calculated for individual water 

molecules in the bulk phase and in the vicinity of ions. Since the water in the first solvation 

shell of ions are likely to always have low value of TSTrans., ζ has been calculated from the 

second and higher solvation shells. To see the pattern of ζ for water with high and low TSTrans. 

values, the distribution of ζ for water molecules having higher and lower TSTrans. values with 

respect to the average TSTrans. of all the water molecules has been plotted for pure water and 

water near ions. Fig. 7.3 shows the distribution of average ζ for water with high and low 

TSTrans. values for water near Na+, Cl-, Cs+ and I-. For the ions, 40 closest water molecules 

have been considered beyond which the water behavior is indistinguishable from bulk water.  

Figure 7.3 The distribution of ζ at 190 K for water near Na+ (a), water near Cl- (b), water near Cs+ (c) 

and water near I- (d). The red and black lines represents ζ for all the waters having lower and higher 

value of TSTrans. respectively compared to the average TSTrans. of all water molecules considered. 

Form Fig. 7.3, a similar pattern as the bulk water emerges for all cases. The water molecules 

having different kinds of TSTrans. values have two different peaks as seen from the red and 
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black curves. The water molecules with higher TSTrans. values remain at a slightly higher 

density environment while the local density for water with low TSTrans. are found to be lower. 

Interestingly, this behavior is consistent for water near all four ions considered in our study as 

seen from Fig. 7.3(a)-(d). For systems at 220 K, this clear distinction is not found, indicating 

that these structural features and their consequence on individual entropy values become 

prominent at very low temperatures only. However, similar to the pure water, the diverse values 

of TSTrans. seen in the systems simulated at 220 and 230 K also indicate that the small structural 

variations could be responsible for such behavior at these temperatures as well. Once again 

from the positions of the peaks in Fig. 7.3, it can be seen that water molecules in these systems 

remain in LDL state and the variations in their structural properties do not correspond to 

coexistence of HDL and LDL water. 

 

7.3.4 Role of Ions in Water Freezing 

Presence of salt is known to decelerate ice nucleation by altering ice-liquid interfacial free 

energy.4 However, we find that water even in the vicinity of ions show neat water like FSC 

transition in entropic behavior and very similar structural properties. Therefore, we turn our 

attention to the structural features of water very close to the ions. To see how the density of 

water molecules present in the first solvation shell of ions changes with temperature, the 

distribution of ζ has been checked for the closest water from different ions. The plots for the 

water near Na+ and Cl- are shown in Fig. 7.4. The figure shows that unlike the case of pure 

water, these molecules do not have distinct peaks at higher and lower temperatures. Although 

the peak position changes slightly at lower temperatures, the value never goes to such an extent 

where LDL water peaks are seen for the case of pure water at 190 K. This pattern, visible for 

both Na+ and Cl- indicates that the water molecules very close to these high charge density ions 

have a different behavior in terms of local density at various temperatures compared to pure 

water. Also, the structure of the water molecules near these ions are very similar to the HDL 

water seen for the case of pure water at higher temperatures. Thus, we wanted to probe whether 

such HDL structure of water are always present in the first solvation shell of different ions or 

not. To answer this, the distributions of ζ is plotted for the closest water near Cs+ and I- also 

and are shown in Fig. 7.5. Interestingly, we find that even the closest water from the ion also 

in this case shows very similar bulk like pattern at different temperatures. To better represent 

these patters, the mode for the distribution of ζ has been plotted for the closest water from ions 
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and for bulk water at different temperature. This is shown in Fig. 7.6. The plot clearly presents 

the changes observed for the water near Na+ and Cl- compared to bulk water or for water near 

Cs+ and I-. 

 

Figure 7.4 Distribution of ζ for the closest water from Na+ (a) and from Cl- (b) at different temperatures. 

 

Figure 7.5 Distribution of ζ at different temperatures for the closest water from Cs+ (a) and for the 

closest water from I- (b). 

 

Figure 7.6 The value of ζ at the mode of ζ distribution plots for bulk water and for the closest water 

from Na+, Cs+, Cl- and I- at different temperatures. The lines have been used to guide the eyes. 

Next, we checked how far the structural variations observed for the closest water from ions 

exist for other water molecules near different ions compared to the bulk water. To do this, we 
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have calculated the distribution of ζ for the 15th and 45th water with respect to distance from 

the all the ions. The plots are shown in Fig. 7.7 and 7.8, respectively. The figure shows a very 

similar behavior for all cases, and the pattern is found be very similar to the bulk water. Our 

findings indicate that the changes in structural features at different temperatures can only be 

seen for water residing in very close proximity of high charge density ions. Note here that the 

concentration considered in our study has been very low. Hence, with increase in the 

concentration of ions such as in case of sea water, it is likely that the solvation shells of different 

ions will mix with each other, resulting in more number of water molecules experiencing 

relatively temperature independent density environment.  

 

 

Figure 7.7 The distribution of ζ for 15th water molecule (upper panel) and 45th water molecule (lower 

panel) with respect to distance from Na+ (a and c) and from Cl- (b and d), respectively. 
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Figure 7.8 The distribution of ζ for 15th water molecule (upper panel) and 45th water molecule (lower 

panel) with respect to distance from Cs+ (a and c) and from I- (b and d), respectively. 

To check how the water structure changes for water with increasing salt concentration, we have 

carried out two simulations with 1.36 M and 2.1 M concentration of NaCl as was done by 

Corradini et al.9 to study NaCl solutions. We have taken 49 and 76 Na+ and Cl- ions for the 

two concentrations in 2000 water molecules. Sufficiently long equilibration has been carried 

out for different time periods at different temperatures and the average value of ζ for water 

molecules present in these solutions has been calculated from 10 ns long trajectories at each 

temperatures that has been considered in this study. The distribution of ζ for water at different 

temperatures are shown in Fig. 7.9(a) and 7.9(b) for the two concentrations. Interestingly we 

find that the distribution of ζ for water in these solutions are narrower compared to the bulk 

water. From this, we have looked at how ζ changes for water near Na+ or Cl- and in their 

solution compared to the bulk water by plotting the mode of ζ distribution in Fig. 7.9(c). We 

find that while the mode of ζ value for closest water molecules are far from bulk water values 

at lower temperatures, it shifts towards bulk water for average ζ values of water from the 

solutions. 
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Figure 7.9 Distribution of ζ for all water from 1.36 M NaCl solution (a) and 2.1 M NaCl solution (b) 

at different temperatures. (c) The mode of ζ distribution for bulk water, water closest to Na+ and Cl- and 

from average ζ plot from different concentrations. 

 However, even at 1.36 M concentration, the mode of ζ values do not reach the bulk water 

values at low temperatures, thus hindering the formation of ice with low density. Thus, for 

these solutions, even lower temperatures would be required to reach the LDL state and 

eventually to form ice. Also, the fact that sea water has higher concentration of NaCl compared 

to other salts probably indicates why sea water does not freeze easily at places where water is 

likely to remain in ice form. Our observations are consistent with the findings of Corradini et 

al.9 where the LDL region was found to shrink in presence of NaCl in the medium. However, 

here using our highly dilute solution and investigating the individual water behavior, we find 

out the exact extent of the ions’ effects on water structure. Overall, our study shows that the 

ions’ effect on water structural properties are very limited, with only high charge density ions 

being able to impart some changes in the behavior of a few of its closest water molecules. 

 

7.4 Conclusions 

In this part of the thesis, we have attempted to understand the influence of different ions on 

thermodynamic properties of water through measurement of entropy and structure. The 

translational and rotational entropy of individual water molecules have been calculated for 

water in the solvation shell of ions at various temperatures. We have obtained three main 

conclusions from our study. First, we find that the dynamical arrest known to take place at 

supercooled water gives rise to a transition in the entropy values also in different solvation 

shells. This behavior is true for the water molecules in the close vicinity of ions as well. This 

shows the dominance of bulk water properties for water at different environments at different 
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temperatures. This dominant behavior of water also explains why biomolecules show dynamic 

transition24-25 at same temperatures where water undergoes its FSC transition. Second, our 

study shows that below FSC transition temperature, water molecules belonging to the same 

solution show diverse entropy values even in the solvation shells. Analysis of local structure 

showed that the origin of this behavior comes from co-existence of two different kind of water 

in the same solution. Our results show that the two types of water structure are not the HDL 

and LDL water, rather they represent variations of LDL water at low temperatures. Once again 

the patterns are consistent across all the ions considered and follow the pure water behavior.  

Finally, we show that only a few water molecules residing very close the high charge density 

ions show some variations in their structural features from bulk water across various 

temperatures. For low charge density ions, even the closest water from the ion show bulk like 

behavior. We show that these small structural changes, which are likely to take place for more 

number of water molecules at higher concentration of ions is the reason why ions alter the 

freezing behavior of water. Overall, our study brings newer microscopic details to the 

understanding of water behavior in the solvation shells of ions at various conditions. 
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Chapter 8 

Summary and Future Directions 

8.1 Summary 

The investigation of water properties has been a subject of research for last few decades. 

With the advancements of new experimental and simulation methods, it is likely that water will 

continue to unravel new properties at various environments and conditions. The thesis titled “A 

Molecular Perspective of Dynamics and Entropy of Solvation Shell Water” discusses some of the 

aspects of water, which sheds new lights on its behavior at local level. A major part of the study 

focuses on behavior of single water molecules, which have led to new information that has 

remained overlooked in different studies.  

 The dynamics of water near DNA base pairs have been studied through measurement of 

mean residence time of water in the solvation shell. We have focused on the chemistry of the base 

pairs and the geometric features of DNA structure to identify the factor that governs the dynamics 

of water molecules. Our study finds that rather than the chemical nature of the base pairs or the 

structural factors, it is the position of the base pair in the 12-base pair DNA systems that plays the 

most important role in determining the residence time values. From analysis of our results and 

through a simple kinetic model, our study finds that the water molecules diffuse to different sites 

in DNA before escaping the solvation shell, resulting in higher residence time at the middle of the 

DNA. 

 The residence time study has been extended to DNA in hydrated ionic liquid systems in 

the context of DNA’s long term storage purpose. In this case, we found that CG and AT base pairs 

show very different behavior for the residence time of ionic liquid cations. This behavior stems 

from the different affinity of DNA base pairs toward water in these systems. The CG base pairs 

tend to interact more with its surrounding water, resulting in a crowded environment around itself. 

This results in slowdown in the dynamics of ionic liquid cations near these bases. Such difference 

in the dynamics and environment near different base pairs for ionic liquid cations has been 

discussed in the context of DNA stability in hydrated ionic liquids. 
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 For liquid systems, the dynamics and their thermodynamic properties are often 

interdependent on each other. While the dynamics of water is important mostly from a functional 

point of view of biomolecules, the thermodynamics is crucial for the stability and interactions of 

different molecules. In this thesis, the thermodynamics of water has been studied through 

measurement of water entropy at individual molecule level. Using a method recently developed 

within our group, we have studied the entropy of individual water molecules in the solvation shell 

of different cations and anions. Through comparison with previously known entropy values, we 

have established the accuracy of our method. Further, the study finds the exact extent of entropy 

changes in the solvation shell of ions. Individual water entropy calculations reveal that while 

cations primarily modulate the translational entropy of water, the anions through their hydrogen 

bonding ability affect the rotational motions of water, and consequently their rotational entropy 

values. Overall, the study highlights the intricate differences in the way positive and negatively 

charged solutes modify water behavior. 

 Different conditions can impact the structure and dynamic properties of water molecules. 

In this context, we have investigated the effect of dynamic arrest known to take place in the 

supercooled water on individual water entropy values. Our aim has been to connect the 

thermodynamic properties of water, i. e. water entropy with its dynamics. Therefore, through 

calculation of diffusion coefficient and single water entropy at different temperatures in the pure 

water system, we have shown how these two quantities are related to each other. Then we have 

investigated the effect of dynamic arrest and structural polymorphism of water at different 

temperatures. We found that similar to the dynamics of water, both translational and rotational 

entropy values show a transition in their value at the same temperature where water shows a 

dynamics arrest. Also, below this temperature, we found that different water molecules present in 

the same system possess distinct entropy values. The analysis of water structure revealed there 

exist structural heterogeneity in the water molecules at low temperatures, which results in such 

entropic behavior. The results also showed that instead of co-existence of high density and low 

density water molecules, the structural heterogeneity is present in the low density liquid water 

structure itself. The results highlighted the significance of observing single water behavior at 

supercool state, which has not been explored previously. 
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 Finally, the supercool water properties has been investigated in the solvation shell of ions 

to get a more realistic picture of water behavior. Interestingly, we found that the solvation shell 

water shows very similar behavior to the bulk water. The transition in entropy values has been 

found to take place at similar temperature for both first and second solvation shell water. Also, the 

structural heterogeneity observed in case of bulk water have been found to exist in the vicinity of 

solvation shell water also. In spite of such similarities, we have attempted to provide an explanation 

for the changes in freezing behavior known to exist in presence of ions. Through analysis of single 

water properties, we identified the exact changes which prevent water molecules to go to ice state, 

thus resulting in changes in the freezing behavior.  

 Overall, the thesis provides new insights on water dynamics, thermodynamics and 

structural features at different environments and conditions through a molecular approach.  

 

8.2 Future Directions: 

8.2.1 Dynamic Properties of Water 

While this thesis talks about the dynamics of water near DNA base pairs, numerous scenarios 

exists where the residence time of water can bring important information regarding biomolecular 

functions and interactions. The success of our approach in identifying the principal factor involved 

in governing residence time of water indicates that the method is applicable for study of water 

molecules near proteins, ion channels or cell membranes. In addition to these, the approach can be 

extended to a number of cases which can not only lead to significant progress for biomolecular 

simulations, it can also help in developing new methods for more application oriented approaches. 

Few of these examples are discussed in the following. 

(A) Water Dynamics as a Tool for Testing Biomolecular Force Fields. 

In general, the commonly used force fields are far from perfect for representing the exact behavior 

of biomolecules. While majority of the force fields are only accurate for study of folded structures 

of proteins, the structures of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) often deviate from their real 

structures in terms of radius of gyration1. In recent years, a large number of studies have been 

carried out to rectify this issue2-5. While some of these modified parameters alter the interactions 
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between water and protein atoms2, others have modified the interactions between the protein atoms 

to come up with perfect structures for the IDPs3. Although such approaches have been successful 

in matching the properties of IDPs between experiments and simulations, the accuracy of such 

modified interaction parameters for folded proteins remain an uncertainty. Recently, Robustelli et 

al.4 have been successful in developing parameters which is accurate for both folded and unfolded 

protein systems.  

Although these studies have marked significant improvements in biomolecuar simulations, the 

properties of water molecules near the biomolecules remain an important aspect for the application 

of new force field parameters. Therefore, the applicability of these new parameters can come 

through accurate investigation of water dynamic properties. While scaling of interaction between 

water and protein atoms results in better structural agreement between experiment and simulations, 

it is also necessary to accurately investigate how such modifications affect the dynamics and 

thermodynamics of water molecules in the vicinity of proteins and peptides. These scenarios also 

bring the possibility of modifying the parameters of water for better compatibility with the new 

force field parameters. The fact that the approach used in the thesis provides timescales for water 

dynamics which are very close to experimental values, future studies can be carried out to establish 

the accuracy and viability of new force field parameters developed in recent times. Also, 

modifications can be obtained in the existing water models for more accurate picture of water 

dynamics and thermodynamics near IDPs. 

 

(B) Calculation of Drug Residence Time near Biomolecules. 

The applicability of newly developed drug molecules depend on several factors. One such factor 

is the duration of its interaction with a particular binding site, i.e. its residence time. In general, 

residence time values for different molecules have been widely used as a characteristic to identify 

the most suitable drug for different systems.6 Several studies have investigated the time taken for 

a drug molecule to leave a particular binding site with different methods.7-10 

The success of the approach used in our study to calculate mean residence time indicates that such 

simple formalism can be applied for the case of residence time measurements of drug molecules 

as well. However, in these cases, multiple drug molecules will be required to be present in the 
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simulation box so that multiple binding-unbinding events can take place in the simulation. To 

achieve such multiple binding-unbinding process, different approaches such as scaled molecular 

dynamics7 can be applied. Also, the role of water dynamics in the drug binding sites can also be 

investigated to identify the role of water in more detail, which can improve the drug binding 

kinetics at a particular site. Overall, we believe that the success of our approach for DNA-water 

case can be extended to such complex systems also, which will lead to significant progress in the 

field of drug development.  

 

8.2.2 Application of Single Water Entropy 

In this study, we have obtained new information on the behavior of water entropy in its 

pure state and near different ions. However, the ions represent the simplest real system possible. 

In general, the biomolecules present a very different scenario from the ions due to the various 

arrangement of differently charged atoms. Also, the structural features of various cavities in 

biomolecules are complicated. All these possibilities makes our method of single water entropy 

calculation more significant. Using our method, it is possible to measure the entropy of any water 

molecule present either in the interior or exterior of biomolecules. Thus, there exists numerous 

systems of biological significance where the method can be applied to calculate entropy of 

individual water molecules. 

The structure and shape of biomolecules often alter the thermodynamics of water 

molecules. While inside a hydrophobic cavity, the water molecules are expected to be in an 

energetically unfavorable and entropically favorable condition. By altering the shape or 

hydrophobicity of such cavities, the thermodynamic properties of water can be modified. Hence 

as a future goal, the single water entropy method can be applied to water near surfaces with various 

shapes and interactions to identify the pattern of entropy with surfaces’ geometric characteristics. 

These findings then can be extended to biomolecular cavities to obtain a general relation between 

water entropic behavior and shape of cavities. 

The other application of single water entropy calculation can come from the study of water 

near differently charged surfaces that mimics the structures of biomolecules. The different patterns 
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of charged atoms can be expected to alter water behavior in its vicinity. Once again, a systematic 

study can be carried out to identify general water behavior near different surfaces. 

 While in this thesis, we have found new insights on the behavior of supercooled water, our 

study has been limited to only pure water and for water near ions. The fact that proteins and nucleic 

acids also show a change in their dynamic features at a similar temperature where water exhibit its 

fragile to strong crossover, the exact structural and thermodynamic features of water near these 

systems at such low temperatures has not been probed at individual molecule level. While any 

protein or peptide surface can reveal new information in this regard, the water near antifreeze 

proteins also present systems which can be explored in great details. Our investigation at single 

molecule level near such antifreeze proteins can help future studies to develop better materials to 

prevent ice formation. 
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